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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years considerable interest bas developed in the 

calculation of carrier distribution functions in semiconductors. 

With the short dimensions and time scales in which modern devices 

operate, the macroscopie quantities like the averaged carrier 

velocity and energy do not attain instantaneously the stationary 

values corresponding to a given field. In modern materials like GaAs 

these quantities can even considerably exceed to a great extent 

their stationary values. 

It is clear that in the simulation of these small devices transport 

equations, which make use of field dependent mobility and 

diffusivity are no longer adequate. More sophisticated methods are 

needed which give more information about the distribution function 

(D. F.). 

The most rigarous metbod is to simulate the entire D.F. in phase 

space either as a continuous function in the fluid approximation 

(Iterative method) or as a colleetien of points in the Monte Carlo 

(M.C.) method. 

Of the iterative methods the best known is the metbod of Rees [1] in 

which the time dependent D. F. is ca1culated by converting 

Boltzmann's equation to an integral equation which is iteratively 

solved. The D.F. is approximated by points in a !_-space grid. 

According to Rees their number should be around 1000 for realistic 

calculation of a high field D.F. for GaAs. 

To simulate time and space-dependent situations the iterative metbod 

will be too costly in computer memory and time. 

To reduce these Rees [2] used a set of steady state functions as a 

basis to represent the time-space dependent D.F. In this way he 

formulated a matrix representation of the microscopie transport 

properties of the free carriers. 

The Monte Carlo (M. C.) metbod [ 3] which is based on simulation of 
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the motion of one or a number of carriers allows complicated band 

structures and complicated scattering mechanisms to be taken into 

account. The metbod has the advantage of being free from 

approximations other then the models of bandstructure and scattering 

rates. The disadvantage is that the simultaneous simulation of a 

large number of carriers will become costly in memory and time just 

as the iterative method. Especially when a device has great 

variations in doping concentration the space and time-dependent 

simulation will suffer from large fluctuations unless a very large 

number of carriers is taken into account. This is often beyond the 

capacity of a medium-sized computer. 

Different methods are based on the assumption that not all the 

details of the D.F. have to be .known in order to get accurate 

knowledge of the macroscopie quantities. The space and time

dependent metbod of Rees mentioned before is an example of this. 

The simplest way is to include in the macroscopie transport 

equations, apart from the averaged velocity and density, also the 

averaged energy of the carriers. In this way the averaged velocity 

and energy do not need to be single valued functions of the electric 

field but relax to the stationary values with properly defined 

energy dependent relaxation times. 

This method, proposed by Blötekjear [4] and applied by Shur [s] is 

simple and gives satisfactory results in the space-independent 

problem. Defining diffusion in this model is not straightforward, 

especially in III-V compounds like GaAs. Despite the fact that this 

method may not be really justified, it is the most practical and 

surely the fastest one to get some' insight in the behaviour of GaAs 

devices. 

Many analyses have been made assuming that the D.F. evolves through 

the different states as a displaced Maxwellian. It has been shown 

and will be also in this work that the D.F., although insome cases 

behaving as a displaced Maxwellian, most of the time doesn' t come 
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near such a shape. In GaAs such a proposition is certainly not 

justified. 

An extended definition of a displaced Maxwellfan bas been proposed 

by Grubin [6]. This model allows for more general shapes of the D.F. 

A lot of assumptions have to be made however and the scattering 

rates have to be adapted to this method. 

Another method has been introduced by Hammar [7]. In the case that 

the electric field forms an axis of symmetry the angular dependenee 

of the D.F. can be expanded in Legendre polynomials. This leads to 

an infinite set of differentlal equations which, after truncation, 

can be solved iteratively. The difficulty with this metbod is that 

the equations have homogeneous solutions which explode either at 

zero momentum or at infinity. Hammar found a clever metbod to 

subtract the unwanted solutions during numerical integration. The 

metbod however becomes very complicated when a large number of 

equations is taken into account. With a small number of equations 

the details of the D.F. are lost but Hammar has demonstrated that 

averages like velocity and energy are still obtained with good 

accuracy. Hammar applied bis metbod to obtain stationary values for 

the macroscopie quantities but his metbod can easily be modified to 

simulate time-dependent problems. Compared to the metbod of Rees 

there is a reduction of points in k-space when a small number of 

equations is taken into account. Including space depe!ldence into 

this metbod may be possible, but then it will also be costly in 

memory and time. 

For the space-dependent problem the present situation is that we 

have two extremes. On one hand accurate but very costly methode like 

M.C. and the iterative methods, on the other hand very simplified 

macroscopie equations which are far less costly but whose 

justification is questionable in the treatment of III-V compounds. 

The peculiar properties of the latter result from the fact that 

being in the · lowest energy minimum the carriers lose far less 

momentum and energy than in the higher lying minima. All knowledge 
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of accupation number of the carriers in these "valleys" is lost. 

Especially in the case of the transferred electron devices which can 

only be understood from the fact that the carriers are scattered to 

higher lying minima (satellite valleys) one would like to have 

information about the macroscopie averages in each minimum. 

In this work we try to bridge the gap by developing a metbod that is 

less costly than the M.C. or iterative ones but more accurate than 

the relaxation time approach. We limit ourselves to the one

dimensional problem. The electric field bas only one component in 

real space. 

In Chapter II the basic equations and scattering mechanisme whicb 

are used tbraughout tbis work will be given.In Chapter III the 

Boltzmann Transport Equation will be developed in a expansion of 

Legendre polynomials. The metbod of Hammar which is based upon this 

expansion will shortly be discussed. In paragraph 3, we will improve 

tbe metbod of Hammar by transforming the equations into an integral 

form. Altbough Hammar subtracted unwanted solutions, instabUities 

could occur after many iterations unless a number of precautions was 

taken. This transformation removes this tendency. Moreover eacb 

i te ration step is now equivalent to a physical time step. 

Furthermore the metbod is not more difficult to imptement 

numerically for a large number of equations then for a small number. 

We will show that this metbod is very successful for the time

dependent problem of GaAs. 

The results obtained form a basis for constructing more efficient 

methods. 

In Chapter III,paragraph 5, a metbod is constructed based on moments 

which can deal with each valley separately. To do this more 

parameters appear to be necessary compared to the energy relaxation 

metbod which does not deal witb each valley separately. Only by 

including many more moments, each being important, velocity 

oversboot can be described accurately enough. Scattering bas to be 
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incorporated in a far more sophisticated way than by simply using 

energy-dependent relaxation times. 

This metbod is successful for the time-dependent problem of GaAs. 

The use of Legendre polynomials showed that when the macroscopie 

quantities depend only on the first two expansion coefficients 

already a limited number of these (e.g. four) will give these 

averages already quite accurately. 

This property is fully exploited in Chapter III, paragraph 6. 

Here the radial pat:t of the D. F. will be expanded in Hermite 

polynomials. The D.F. is now represented by a number of expansion 

coefficients which are functions of space and time. In this Chapter 

only the spaca-independent problem will be treated. Not only is this 

metbod far more efficient than the M.c. or iterative metbod but it 

is nearly as accurate for the cases of interest. The strength of 

this metbod is that all the transport and scattering parameters can 

be obtained directly by numerical means. No assumptions or 

expensive preliminary calculations are needed. 

In Chapter IV the time and space-dependent problem is discussed. 

Only the LHE metbod (begendre Hermite !xpansion) is fully 

investigated for reasous mentioned there. 

Algorithms wUl be given and discuseed with which the time and 

space dependent problem can successfully be handled. 

Results on one-dimensional devices will be given in chapter V. 

The LHE metbod can also be extended to tbe two-dimensional problem. 

The resulting equations will be given in Chapter VI. Unfortunately 

any numerical evalustion of this problem was beyoud the capscity of 

the available numerical facility. 

Nearly all the work was done for GaAs. The methods outlined can 

however easily be adopted for Si. In this case the dimensions of 

future deviees will make more accurate simulations necessary. The 
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LHE metbod may be !deal for this. 
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II. BASIC EQUATIONS 

II-1. Transport equations. 

In this work we are concerned with the transport of charge carriers 

in semiconductors. The basic equation which describes the phenomena 

is the Boltzmann equation: 

aat f(!,,!,, t) + Ldkt " f(k r t) + v V "(k r t) '.!t.t -·-· -•-rJ. --·-· 

.... 
Sf(!.•!.• t) (II-1) 

were the D.F. f(!,,~.t) denotes the probablity that a charge carrier 

occupies a state at time t described by the wavevector k and 

positionvector ~· 

In this work we consider the electric field ! as the only external 

force acting on a carrier. The rate of change of the wavevector is 

therefore given by: 

dk e 
dt - ti"!<!.· t) 

e and h being the charge of the electron and Planck's constant 

respectively. ! is the velocity of a charge carrier 

(II-2) 

(II-3) 

e{!,) describes the energy of a carrier in state !, as a function of 

!.· The scattering operator S describes the rate of change of the 

D.F. due to scattering. 

In this work we are not going into too much detail about tbe 

bandstructure given by the function e(!,) or in the examination of 

the different expresslons of the scatteroperators. We take the 

expresslons given in the litterature (1] for granted. 

For the bandstructure we assume that for the cases of interest to us 
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the Kane model [2] is sufficiently accurate. The different states 

are treated as a continuons function and the relationship between 

the energy and state ~ is approximated by: 

e:(l+aE) 
'hk2 

= -* - y(k) 
2m 

(II-4) 

• a and m being the non-paraboltcity parameter and effective mass at 

zero k of the carriers respectively. In the materials of interest to 

us the bandstructure bas different minima. Equation (II-4) can be 

applied to each minimum having its own different values for the non

parabalicity parameter and effective maas. In Appendix A more 

details of the numerical values of the parameters are given. 

We shall deal only with the situation that the semiconductor is non

degenerate. This means that any state to which a carrier can be 

scattered is assumed to be unoccupied. 

The rate of change of the D.F. due to scattering is then given by: 

s f(!_,!'_,t) -I {S(!_',!_)f(!_',!_,t) - S(~ .• !,')f(~.!,.t)} (II-5) 
k' 

were S(~'.~) is the probability per unit time of scattering of a 

carrier from state k' to state !.• In practice we will replace the 

summation in equation (II-5) by an integral over !.-space. 

were V is the volume of a cel! in which all the states are 

considered. We define the following functions: 

V 
g(!.•!.• t) • --3 f S(!.' ,!.)f(!.' •!.• t)d.!_' 

(211') 

(II-6) 

(II-7) 
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V 

v(~) = --3 Is<~.~· )d!.' 
(2n) 
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(II-8) 

If one introduces polar coördinates and take the polar axis in the 

direction of ~ expression (II-8) transforma into: 

V oo 1r 2'1r 
-- I k'dk' I sin9'de' f S(~.~· )d!J!' 
(21r)

3 
0 0 0 

(II-9) 

The rate of change of the D.F. due to scattering can then be written 

as: 

sf<~·!.· t> g(~•!.• t) - v(~)f(~•!.• t) (II-10) 

The scattering probabilities of interest to us will be discussed in 

the next paragraph. 

Once the D.F. f(~.!,.t) bas been calculated the macroscopie 

quantities can be found. The carrier concentration: 

n(!,,t) = ff(~.!,.t)d~ 

The avaraged velocity of the carriers: 

and the mean energy: 

~ 1 
e:(!,,t) "'-n(..,:.!,=-.-t-) Je:(!.)f(~.!,.t)d~ 

(II-11) 

(II-12) 

(II-13) 
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I-2 Scattering mechanisms. 

The total scattering rate S(~.~') is a sum of scattering rates due 

to different processes. The probability of each process is 

calculated by means of Fermi's golden rule: 

(II-14) 

where Hint,t is the Hamiltonian descrihing the interaction 

of conducting carriers with disturbances of the perfect periodicity 

of the crystal lattice, e.g. phonons or impurities. 

Einitial and Efinal are the energies of the 

electron before and after scattering. Applying perturbation theory 

restricts us to cases where the interaction Hamiltonian is small, 

i.e. to cases where scattering events are seldom. This condition is 

well fulfilled in high mobility semiconductors like the III-V 

compounds. 

We consider the following processes: 

l.Scattering by acoustic phonons. 

If the crystal tempersture is above 20 K the energy exchanged in a 

colliston is much smaller than kbT• Therefore this scattering 

process may be treated as being elastic [3]. The scattering 

rate from state~ to .state~· is then given by [4]: 

s {k,k') a--
(II-15) 

where E is the acoustic deformation potentlal constant, Po the 

specific mass of the crystal, Vs the {longitudinal) sound velocity 

and V the volume of the crystal. The function G(~.~') is the overlap 
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integral of the cell periodic parts of the electr.on wave functions. 

This integral is approximately equal to (see [4]): 

where: 

l+ae(k) 

1+2ae:(k) 

(II-16) 

ae(k) 
(II-17) 

1+2ae:(k) 

and 6 is the angle between ~ and ~'· Todetermine the probability 

that an electron is scattered out of state ~ by acoustic pbonon 

scattering we have to sum over the final statea and over absorption 

and emission. Replacing the summation by an integral according to 

(II-6) and integrating according to {II-9) we arrive at: 

E
2

kB T (1 + ae)
2+ (ae)/3 

V a (k) = --:2...._"'=2- p(E)----~--
4w p0vsh (1 + 2ae)2 (II-18) 

where the density of states 

41r I *3 I 
p(E) = p 2m e(l + ae:) (1 + 2ae:) (II-19) 

2. Scattering by polar optical phonons. 

In compounds the unit cell is occupied by different ions. The change 

in electric field between the ions when an ion is displaced relative 

to the other, can scatter the electrons. The scattering rate from 

state~ to state~· is given by [4]: 

2 
2 e hw 

S (k,k') = ~ po 
po-- n 2ve:

0 

L_L) 1 
e: -~--=--~""72 G(~.~~) 

e.. o ~- ~' 

(N + \ ± \)ö(e:(k') - e:(k) ± hw ) 
po po (II-20) 
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where hWpo is the energy of the polar optical phonon. e0 and 

e.., are the relattve static and "inf1nite" frequency dielectric 

constante respectively. G(~,~') is the overlap integral of the 

electron wave functions given by (II-16) 

fuo 
1 [exp(~~0 ) - 1] - (II-21) 

is the pbonon number.Tbe scattering rate out of state ~ is given 

by: 

V (k) po 

2~2 
e n lil eo 

where 

and 

e'=e±blll po ;k' 

p(e') 
± \) kk' 

4'1r I * -- 2m e'(l + ae')(l + 2ae') if e' ) 0 
tt3 

p(e') • 

0 if e' < 0 

3. Equivalent and non-eguivalent intervallex scattering. 

(II-22) 

{II-23) 

Ihe scattering of an electron from one valley to another· equivalent 
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or non-equivalent valley is accompanied by the emission or 

absorption of a phonon. This process can only take place if the 

energy of an electron exceeds the energy of the bottom of the valley 

to which it is scattered. The scattering rate from state k to state 

~· is given by [4]: 

{II-24) 

where Dij is a coupling constant for intervalley scattering. The 

electron scatters from the valley with the index i to the valley 

with the index j. The minima of the valleys are situated at energies 

6i and Aj respectively. Zj indicates the number of equivalent 

valleys of type j and öij is the Kronecker delta function. 

hwij is the energy of the pbonon involved. The overlap integral 

is given by: 

(1 + aiei)(l + a 1ej) 

(1 + 2aie1)(1 + 2ajej) 
(II-25) 

The expression for the pbonon number is similar to (II-23). The 

scattering rate of state k to another valley is: 

(II-26) 

where 
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I ~: /2.;,(1 + "J') (1 + 2oj<) 

pj(e) = 
0 

if e: ~ 0 

(II-27) 

if e < 0 

4.Scattering by optica! phonons. 

This proces does not occur in all the valleys of compound 

materials. Using the three-valley model for GaAs this scattering 

process occurs only in the L valley. There its effect is masked by 

other processes. lts description is the same as for equivalent 

intervalley scattering if one replaces: 

5.Impurity Scattering. 

This scattering process is elastic. We adopt the Brooks-Herring 

model. Positive or negative charged atoms in the crystal lattice 

form point-like charges which are surrounded by a space charge 

created by the surrounding electrons. These charges create a field 

which scatters the electrons. The potentlal is assumed to be a 

Yukawa potential. The scattering rate from state ~ to state k' is: 

s1 (k,k') mp -;-

where 

2 
2 q n 

1; = _-.-;;e.__ 
e e: k T o s--a 

ne and Te being the electron density and electron temperature 

(II-28) 

(II-29) 
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respeetively. 

Na and Nd being the ionised acceptor and donor density, 

respectively. In this model the electron gas is assumed to be in 

thermodynamic equilibrium. The model will howe~er be applied to 

situations where this is not true. The parameter Te can be adapted 

to the state of the electron gas. The overlap integral is the same 

as (II-16). No great errors are introduced if one puts G(~.~') • 1. 

This will simplify the calculations considerably. The scattering 

rate out of state k is then given by: 

(II-30) 
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III. THE SPACE-INDEPENDENT PROBLEM 

III-1. Legendre polynomial expansion of Boltzmann's equation. 

Boltzmann's equation in its space-independent form reads (see II-1) 

a e! 
ät f(~,t) + ~· ~f(~,t) = g(~,t) - v(~)f(~,t) 

We assume that the scattering processas are isotropie and the 

bandstructure has spherical symmetry. v(~) and e(~) are then 

functions of modulus k alone: 

v(~) = v(k) and e(~) e(k) 

(III-1) 

When the electric field ! bas only one component in real space it 

can be'shown that any deviation of the D.F. from rotational 

symmetry, with an axis parallel to !• dies out in time. We assume 

this symmetry to be present all the time. We can write the D.F. as: 

f(~,t) = f(k,cos6,t) (III-2) 

were k is modulus k and 6 the angle between the vector k and the 

electric field E. Making the substitution: 

s, = cose 

we can write equation(III-1) as: 

2 3 f(k t) + ~ {s l_ + l-s l_ }f(k,s,t) = 3t ,s, ~ 3k k 3s 

g(k,s,t)-v(k)f(k,s,t) (III-3) 
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The next step is to apply a Legendre polynomial expansion to the 

fuctions f and g: 

00 00 

f(k,s,t) L f (k,t)P (s) 
0 

n n 
g(k,s,t) L g (k,t)P (s) 

0 n n 

The Legendre polynomials satisfy the orthogonality relation: 

1 
I P (s)P (s)ds _
1 

m n 

2 
2m+l, m = n 

0 , m :f: n 

(III-4) 

(III-5) 

In the following we will also have use of the recurrence relations: 

0 (III-6) 

(1-s
2
)P'(s) + nsP (s) -nP 1 (s) n n n-

0 (III-7) 

Inserting the expansion (III-4) into (III-3) and applying the 

orthogonality relation (III-5) we arrive at an infinite set of 

equations: 

with: 

A 
nm 

2m+l +1 
- 2--- I sP (s)P (s)ds n m 

-1 

g (k,t) - v(k)f (k,t) 
n n 

(III-8) 

(n,m = 0,1,2, ••••• ) (III-9) 
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2m+1 +1 2 
B • - 2--- J (1-s )P (s)P (s)ds nm n m (III-10) 

-1 

Using the recurrence re1ations (III-6) and (III-7) we can eva1uate 

the integrals as: 

n+1 m = n+1 2n+3 

Anm 
n m = n-1 (III-11) 2ii=f 

0 m :J: n±1 

~n+l)~n+2l m = n+1 (2n+3) 

B - n(n+ll n-1 (III-12) (2n-1) 
m .. 

nm 

0 m :J: n±1 

To solve the set of equations one bas to close the system. One way 

to do this is to truncate it after N terms. Then (III-8) can be 

written in vector notation as: 

a eE{ a B } } at f(k,t)+ fl A ak + k f(k,t) = _a(k,t)-v(k)f(k,t) (III-13) 

Note that, unlike the usual convention the indices number from zero 

to N-1, instead of 1 to N. This is done to remain consistent with 

the numbering of the Legendre polynomials. 

Since the D.F. is symmetrie around the axis formed by the electrlc 

field one can substitute: 

.. 1f 

fd~ = 2w f k
2
dk f sinBda (III-14) 

0 0 
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The expresslons for the macroscopie quantities (II-11,12,13) 

transform using the orthogonality relations (III-5) into: 

10 

n(t) = 4n I k2f 0 (k,t)dk 
0 

ao 

4n I 2 v(t) • 30 
0 

v(k)k f 1(k,t)dk 

~(t) 
ao 

4n I e:(k)k2f 0 (k,t)dk 
n 0 

(III-15) 

(III-16) 

(III-17) 

One pleasent property of the expansion in Legendre polynomials is 

that the ca1culation of the components of the function &(k,t) is 

particular1y simple. The scattering processes we deal with have 

transition probabi1ities which only depend on the angle between ~· 

and k and on their position in k-space. Therefore we cao make the 

expansion: 

.. 
S(k',k,cosB) = L S (k',k)P (cosB) 

m-o m m 
(III-18) 

where B is the angle between ~· and k. The angular coordinates of 

k'are a·.~· and of~ are a.~ so 

cosB cosacosa• + sinasina'cos(~-~') (III-19) 

The addition tbeorem (cf Wittaker & Watson p.395 [1}) for Legendre 

polynomials states that if cosB is given by equation (III-19) then: 

P (cosB) = P (cosa)P (cosa') + 
m m m 

m 
2 L (m-k)! Pk(cosa)Pk(cosa')cos(k(~-~·)) 

k=1 (m+k)! m m 
(III-20) 
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Inserting the expansions (III-4} and (III-18) in the equatton for 

the function g(!) given by (II-7) one finds: 

... ... ... 
g(~). V J k' 2dk' L L s (k',k) f (k') 

(21f) 3 0 n m m n 

1f 

J sin6'd6'P (cos6')[21fP (cos6)P (cos6') + 
0 n m m 

m 2n 
\' (m-k)! n n J ] + L (m+k)! Pm(cos6)Pm(cos6') 2 cosk(~-$')d$' 

k•l 0 
(III-21) 

which because of the orthogonality of the Legendra functions can be 

reduced to: 

g(k,cos6) \ 41f 
-3 /.. 
(21f) n•O (2nH) 

V ... 
P (cosa)J k' 2dk'S (k',k)f (k') 

n 0 n n 

(III-22) 

Equation (III-22) shows that the function g(~) can also be expanded 

in Legendre polynomials. The n'th coefftcient is given by: 

(III-23) 

To calculate &n{k) one has only to operate on the corresponding 

function fn(k). 

Our purpose is now to solve (III-13). We shall do so in the next 

Chapters. 
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111-2. The metbod of Hammar. 

In its time-independent form equation (III-13) reads: 

eE { d B 1 h A dk f:(k) + k f(k) ~~"'-~(k) - v{k)f{k) (III-24) 

which can be transformed into: 

d 1 -1 b -1 dk f(k) +kA B f{k) • êË A {a(k)- v{k)f(k)} (III-25) 

The set (III-25) is the original form derived by Hammar [2] where he 

used the notation A for A-1 and B for A-lB. The 

transformation can only be performed if the matrix A has an inverse. 

This is only the case if the number of expansion coefficients is 

even. 

An iteration scheme can now be set up. With the approximation of 

f(k) obtained in the i'th step the function a{k) can be calculated. 

g(i)(k) V 4~ 
m • ( 2~)3 (2m+l) 

.. 
f Sm{k',k)f~i)(k')dk' 
0 

(III-26) 

With this function inserted equation (III-23) becomes a linear 

differenttal equation which gives a new f(k). 

(III-27) 

The coupled differentlal equations (III-27) cannot be integrated in 

a straightforward manner. The homogeneous solutions obtained when 

a{k) - 0 explode either at zero momentum or at infinity. Hammar 

devised a clever metbod to subtract these unwanted solutions during 

numerical integration. It amounts to integrating a modified 
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function from k • 0 to k • ~. Then working back from k • ~ to k • 0 

the correct O.F. can be reconstructed from the modified function by 

subtractlng corresponding amounts of the unwanted homogeneous 

solutlons. If one takes more than two equations this method becomes 

very complicated. Moreover unwanted solutions may enter at k•~ 

after many iterations. With a modification of (III-25) there is a 

far more elegant way to remove the unwanted solutions. This will be 

discuseed in the next paragraph. 
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III-3. Transforming the Legendre Expansion to integral-form. 

We start agaln f~om the Boltzmann equation in lts time-independent 

form: 

d 1 'h_r } 
A dk f(k) + k B f(k) • ëE1&{k) - v(k)f{k) (III-28) 

Following Rees [3], we can introduce a "self scattering" rate, 

descrihing fictitious scattering from state ! to !· This rate is 

chosen such that the total scattering rate out of state ! beeomes 

constant at a value r. The time independent equation then reads: 

d 1 l itr i\ } A ti • {A dk +kB f{k) + ëË f(k) • ë[f.&{k)+{f-v{k))f{k) .. eE & (k) 

(III-29) 

As was argued by Rees this processof "self-scattering", although it 

does not change the state veetor k, must be physical in the sense 

that, in a positive increment of time, there must be a positive 

probability that an electron in an initia! state k is scattered to a 

final state !· This is only the case if: 

r ) v(k) for all ! (III-30) 

Then each iteration step is equivalent to a physieal time step 1/f 

provided r is large enougb. This is easily shown as follows: in the 

i'th iteration step we have: 

{III-31) 

However, when the time dependenee is inc1uded we must have: 
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Substracting the last two equations we find: 

When we put r = 1/At then in the limit At + 0 the second term on the 

right vanishes and the expected result follows. 

The homogeneous part of equation (111-29) allows N independent 

solutions !(k) which are the column veetors of the fundamental 

matrix t(k): 

{II1-32) 

1f the fundamental matrix is known the particular solution of the 

inhomogeneous set can be written as: 

k * 
f(k) = t(k)y(k0) + t(k) f '(s)& (s)ds 

ko 

where 

-1 t 
':l'(s) = t (s) eE A 

(II1-33) 

(II1-34) 

An analytical metbod bas been found to calculate the matrices t and 

f for arbitrary rank N. Full details have been publisbed in an EUT 

report [4]. Only tbe results will be given bere. For thematrices t 

and ':1' we have 

(III-35) 
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and 

(III-36) 

where 

Q (i + m)! (m ( i ) 
im = m 

(-2) (i + m) !m! 
(III-37) 

Q .. 0 
im 

(m >i ) 

The Ài are the roots of the equation: 

(III-38) 

Since N is even, the Ài occur in pairs with opposite sign. The 

ordering of the homogeneous solutions is such that: 

(n =O,l,2, ••••. ,~N-l) 

The particular solution (III-33) bas to obey the boundary conditions 

lim t 0(k) = f 0(0) 
k+O 

lim f (k) • 0 
k+O n 

lim f (k) = 0 
k+co n 

(III-39a) 

(n > 0) (III-39b) 

all n (III-39c) 
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The condition (III-39a) is fulfilled if the components of the vector 

~(ko) obey the relation at ko • 0: 

(III-40) 

lt turns out that condition (III-39b) is then fulfilled 

automatically. The condition (III-39c) can be fulfilled if the 

components vzn(O) are chosen in the following way (see ref.[4] 

page 17): 

(III-41) 

Defining: 

* n * 8n(-k) - (-1) 8n(k) (III-42) 

the components vzn+1(0) take the form: 

(III-43) 

The particular solution can then be expreseed as: 

(III-44) 

where: 

(III-45) 

(III-46) 
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III-4. Numerical implementa.tion and results. 

The integrals given by (III-45) and (III-46) c.an be evaluated very 

efficiently. By expressing them as: 

Ak N-1 * 
f exp(-À2 t) L W (k+t)gi(k+t)dt 
0 n i.O 2n,i 

(III-47) 

Ak N-1 _ * 
f exp(-À2 t) L v2n+l i(k-t)gi(k-t)dt 
0 n i.O ' 

(III-48) 

One can see tbat a double sweep gives botb tbe integrals. First one 

integrates from k sufficiently large to k • 0 to obtain I2n· No 

growing errors are introduced by putting in the first step 

I20 (k+Ak) • 0. A useful property of the integrale is: 

(III-49) 

Having obtained I2n one can integrate from k • 0 to k is 

sufficiently large, making use of (III-49) in the first step, to 

obtain I2n+l• For the largest k involved condition (III-30) 

must be obeyed. lf one includes impurity scattering using the 

Brooks-Herring model (see II-30) the function v{k) may be very large 

for very small values of k. If condition {III-30) is violated for 

these small values of k immediately instahilities are observed. 

Chosing r large enough may result in a timestep which is to small to 

be practical. The best is to modify vimp(k). The number of 

electroos involved with this modifieation is so small that the 
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7 E=20kV/cm 

E=10kV/cm 
lt;) 

~ 4 ...... 
~3 . .., 
<:,) 2 
~ 
~ 1 

0~~~~,---~-.--~-.~~-,~r-.-r-~~~ 

0.5 \ /' ..._, 
1.5 

time(psec.) 

Fig.III-1. Response of the average velocity to a field step of 

10 and 20 kV/cm. Dotted line shows the results of a two term 

expansion~ the dashed dotted line of a four term expansion and 

the solid line of a six term expansion. 

7 
E=20kV/cm 

6 

0.5 1.5 
time(psea.) 

Fig.III-2. Comparison with the results of a Monte Carlo 

calculation (ragged curve). 
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macroscopie quantities hardly suffer from this. 

To test this metbod we chose as a material intrinsic GaAs. Using the 

"three valley model" [5] the third valley can be omitted for fields 

up to 20 kV/cm. 

Hammar found that at room temperature a two-term expansion already 

gives quite good results for the macroscopie quantities. From our 

work we conclude that this is only true for the time-dependent 

macroscopie quantities if the electric field is not too high. 

(E(lO kV/cm) This is shown in fig.III-1 where the response of the 

averaged velocity to a field step from zero to 10 resp. 20 kV/cm is 

plotted vs. time using a two, four and six-term expansion. 

Only a four and six-term expansion show good agreement with a M.C. 

simulation as is shown in fig. III-2. It was found that in the 

transient regime the functions f 2(k) and f 3(k) belonging to the 

central valley are of equal magnitude as f 0(k) and f 1(k). 

Approaching the stationary state the functions f 0(k) and f 1(k) begin 

to exceed the higher expansion functions. In the satellite valleys 

the functions f 3(k) and with higher index are never very important. 

In fig. III-3a,b,c the stationary averaged velocity fraction of 

carriers in the central valley and averaged energy is shown using a 

two, four and six term expansion. The difference between a four and 

six-term expansion is very small but using a two-term expansion 

there is an error for all fields. The apparent good values for 

higher fields are due to compensating errors. 

The averaged velocity, energy and carrier density are functions of 

f 0(k) and f 1(k) alone. Using macroscopie transport equations which 

take only into account only these quantities, it should at its best 

approach the results of a two-term expansion. This puts some 

question to the accuracy claimed by some authors using this method. 

Although using a six-term expansion the reconstructlon of the D.F. 

using (III-4) is poor, it gives nevertheless a good estimate of the 

expected form. The reconstructed D.F. at different field strengtbs 

is shown in fig. III-4a,b,c,d. These figures show that for high 

fields the form is complicated and certainly not a shifted 

Maxwellian. 
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5 10 15 20 

EZectria fieZd (kV/cm) 

Fig.III-3a. SteadY state average vetocity as a fUnation of the 

eZeatric fieZd. Dotted tine the resuZts of a two term expansion> 

soZid Une the results of four and six tem expansions. 

5 10 15 20 

EZectria fietd (kV/cm) 

Fig.III-3b. As fig.III-3a. Praation of carriers in the centrat 

vattey as a funation of the etectric fieZd. 
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0.4 

5 10 15 20 
E~eatPie fie~d (kV/am) 

Fig.III-3e. AvePage energy of the aaPPier as funation of the 

ûeetrie field. Six term expansion. 
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Pig.III-4a. Steady state aentral valLey Distribution Punation as 
function of the ~ave vector k. The eLectria field is zero. The arro~s 
indiaate those vatues of k ~here 

intervaZtey saattering oaeurE 

K~ 

III-4b. As fig.III-4a. E = 5 kV/am. 
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Fig.III-4a. As fig.III~4a. E = 10 kV/am. 

Fig.III-4d. As fig.III-4a. E = 20 kV/am. 
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III-5. The metbod of generalized transport coefficients. 

We will now try to find methods to reduce the information needed to 

repreaent the distribution function. In the previous paragraph the 

angular dependenee of the D.F. was developed in Legendre 

polynomials. For each function fn(k) about 200 points in k-space 

were needed. So when repreaenting the distributton function by 6 

Legendre polynomials about 1200 points are needed for each valley. 

Including space dependenee the number of points needed in k- and x

space will be increased drastically. 

We will therefore in this paragraph try to repreaent the D.F. 

accurately enough for our purposes using a smaller number of 

parameters than the number of points in k-space. 

We start with the set of equations obtained by the expansion of the 

Boltzmann equation in Legendre polynomials: 

~(k, t) + t' {A ;k + ~ } !_(k, t) • a_(k, t)-v(k)!_(k, t) 

We define the following integrals: 

.. 
G =4n J f (k)k2+n+2mdk nm 0 n (m•0,1,2, ••••• ) 

(III-50) 

(III-51) 

If we multiply equation (III-50) with the different powers of k we 

can obtain a coupled set of equations for the quantities Gnm• 

We find: 

n(2nri-2n+l) G + 2m(n+1) G } •(.! G ) 
(2n-l) n-1,m (2n+3) n+l,m-1 at nm coll. 

(III-52) 

Where we have defined: 
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.. 
4~ f (g (k)-v(k)f (k))k2+n+2mdk 

0 
n n 

(III-53) 

We assume for the moment that we can find good expressions for these 

collision integrals. The carrier density can be recovered 

immediately from the quantities Gnm (see III-15) 

(III-54) 

If the bandstructure is parabolic, i.e. 

~ t2k2 
v(k) = -. k and e(k) = --. 

m 2m 

the averaged velocity and mean energy can also easily be recovered 

(III-55) 

and 

(III-56) 

Suppose that in the non-parabolic case the following power series 

form good approximations up to a certain value of k: 

(III-57) 

e(k) 
2 

b_ (B k2+ B k4 + B k6 + ) 
2m* 1 2 3 ·••••·• 

(III-58) 

Then using definition (III-51) good approximations for the averaged 

velocity and mean energy follow: 
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(III-59) 

(III-60) 

Both the series (III-57) and (III-58} do not converge .However 

forming the integrals the functions f 0 serve as a kind of 

weight function. For large k the functtons fn drop off very 

rapidly. Therefore the series (III~59) and (III-60) will give 

accurate results. The averaged velocity and meao energy can thus be 

recovered from the quantities Gnm· For G00 we find: 

(III-61) 

The collision term describes the change of the partiele density due 

to scattering. In case of one valley this term vanishes. In case of 

more valleys this term describes the change of partiele density in 

each valley due to intervalley scattering. One condition for 

stability is of course that our time step has to be small in order 

that: 

(III-62) 

where superscript 1 refers to the valley taken into consideration. 

Equation (III-61) gives the solution.for Goo(t+dt). With this 

solution we can solve: 

(III-63) 

With Glo(t+dt) we can solve Gol(t+At) and G2o(t+At). 
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Following the scheme shown in fig.III-5. we can solve all the 

quantities Gnm provided we have expresslons for the collieion 

terms. 

Fig.III-5 

Fig.III-5 suggests a truncation of the form: 

n = 0,1,2,3, ••••••••• N 

m = O,l, •..••..•. N- n (III-64) 

The question now arises if there can be found adequate expresslons 

for the scattering terms. For a coefficient Gnm the scattering 

term is formed from an operation on the corresponding function fn 

(see III-23) 

acnm .., 2+n+2m V 4w .., 
( at)coll= 4w J k dk[--3 (2n+l) J k'dk'S

0
(k' ,k)f

0
(k') 

0 (2w) 0 

-v(k)f (k)] 
n 

(III-65) 

Since the integrations over k' involve in our approximation only 

delta functions it is always possible to find a function ~(k) 
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which makes the right hand side of (III-65} equivalent with: 

3G "" 
( ~ntm) 11= 4w f Q (k)f (k)dk 

o co 0 n n (III-66) 

It will not be proved bere but the function Du(k) is an even (odd) 

function of k when nis even (odd). Also 0n(k) is of the order 

kn. This means that 0n(k) can be expanded as: 

(III-67} 

Again such an expansion is not valid for the whole interval 0 - ""• 

The function fn serves as a sort of weightfunction. Suppose the 

expansion is accurate for the largest k of interest. Then by 

definition (III-53) we have: 

(III-68) 

The above shows that under the assumption of an accurate expansion 

the relaxation of for instanee the averaged velocity is a function 

of the coefficients Gtm and not of the mean energy (which is 

equivalent or near equivalent to Gol) as is often assumed in 

relaxation-time approaches. 

The metbod described bere delivered very good results. We choose as 

a material intrinsic GaAs, where two valleys are considered. We 

truncated as follows: put N = 3 (see III-64) for both valleys. Each 

valley is now represented by ten coefficients. First, stationary 

values for the macroscopie quantities, the coefficients Gnm and 

the scattering terms {see III-65) were calculated for different 

values of the electric field using the metbod of the previous 

paragraph. Then we tried to find the best fitting functional 
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relationship between the coefficients to describe the scattering 

ra te: 

aG 
(~ nm) 11 • F(G O'G l, •••••• ,G ) ot co n n ~ 

(III-69) 

A functional relationship was guessed. Then a least square metbod 

was used to get the best fit with the stationary values. Then this 

functional relationship was tested. With the metbod described in the 

previous paragraph the response of the D.F. on a step of the 

electric field (E • 0-lOkV/cm and E • 0-20kV/cm) was calculated with 

the coefficients Gnm and the scattering terms. These time 

dependent coefficients Gnm were inserted in the optimalized 

guessed function to obtain the time dependent scattering rates. 

These could then be compared with the exact calculated time 

dependent scattering rates. 

lt was found that a functional relationship of the form (III-68) is 

the only one that could give good results in the transtent regime. 

This supported the reasoning from which (III-68) was derived. More 

complicated relationships always gave poor results. Not always is it 

possible to arrive at such a simple expression covering all the 

situations if one varles the electric field from zero to let's say 

30kV/cm. All the intravalley scattering processes and scattering 

processes describing the transfer of carriers from the satellite 

valley to the central valley could, some even with very high 

precision be expressed like III-68. This depends on how good an 

expansi9n like (III-67) approximates the function 0u(k). For 

processes like the transfer of carriers and energy from the central 

valley to the satellite valley it was best to find such a linear 

relationship for different regimes. Then one uses one of the 

coefficients Gom as a measure to shift from one description of the 

scattering rate to another. This bas to be done carefully in order 

to avcid that with a slight difference of the coefficients Gom not 

a sudden difference in scattering occurs. This construction of the 
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7 
20 kV/am 

0.5 1 1.5 

time (psec.) 
Fig.III-6a. Velocity overskoot caZculated with the GTQ method 

(solid Zine) compared with the method of the preceding paragraph 

(dotted Une). 

10 kV/cm 

0.5 

0.5 1.5 

time (psec.) 

Fig.III-6b. As fig.III-6a. Fraction of carriers in the central 

vaUey. 
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scattering rates is laborious and also a bit of an art to get the 

best results. An advantage is however that it has to be done only 

once. If done properly the results are very good. In the same way 

the coefficients ai and Bi for reconstructing tbe average 

velocity and energy can be found. A single set of coefficients give 

these macroscopie quantities with high precision. 

In fig.III-6 the results are shown .Fig.III-6b shows the good 

description of the partiele density of each valley obtained with 

this method. Only the inclusion of the coefficients G2m and 

G3m can give good results. This stresses again that the 

macroscopie quantities corresponding to f 2 and f 3 are important in 

the central valley. Since the electric field is incorporated in a 

far less complicated way as in the metbod of the previous paragraph 

there is no loss of computation time if the electric field is made 

an arbitrary function of time. This makes this metbod an excellent 

tool for studying the non-stationary electron dynamica at high 

microwave frequencies. 
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lii~. The metbod of Hermite polynomials. 

In the previous paragraph we demonstrated a successful way to 

construct a system which represents the D.F. in each valley 

separately. The construction of the functions which repreeent the 

scattering was difficult however and needed expensive preliminary 

calculations. As will be discuseed in the next chapter there also 

arise difficulties when one tries to extend this metbod to include 

space dependence. 

The expansion of the angular dependenee of the D.F. in Legandre 

polynomials showed that the macroscopie quantities which depend on 

the first two expansion coefficients, come out very accurate using 

only a limited number of these. We will now try to do exactly the 

same for the radial dependenee of the D.F. We start again with the 

set of equations obtained by the expansion of the spaca-independent 

Boltzmann equation in Legendre polynomials: 

a e { a B } ftf(k,t)+ ~ E A äk + k f(k,t) = &(k,t)-v(k)[{k,t) (III-70) 

The infinite set had to be truncated after N terms. (N = 4 or 6 gave 

already a good approximation of the macroscopie quantities). 

We expand the functions f(k) in the following way: 

(n•O,l,2 •• ) (III-71) 

With: 

~ = k/K (III-72) 

Here K is a parameter whose value still bas to be determined. The 

reasou for this expansion is that fn(k) is an even (odd) function 

wben n is even (odd) and around k = 0 fn(k) is of the order kn. 
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Each function fu(k) is now approximated by a sum of orthogonal 

Hermite polynomials. Later we will 

determine a suitable value of M, the number of functions at which 

the series has to be truncated. The entire distribution function is 

now replaced by a system consisting of N*M quantitiea. 

We normalise the Hermite polynomials so that: 

....... 2 
J H (~)H (~)exp(-~ )d~ = 2ó _..,m n mn (III-73) 

From the definition (III-71) we find for the coefficients F : nm 

-tco f (K~) 

F = J n H2m(~)d~ 
nm 0 ~n 

(III-74) 

By inserting expression (III-71) in the set of equations (III-70), 

multiplying left and right with H2m and integrating one obtains 

the following set of equations for the coefficients Fnm: 

(III-75) 

Where: 

(III-76) 

Inserting the Hermite polynomials and integrating one obtains the 

following non-zero elements of t 
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~ • 2{n+l) (m-n-1) 
n,m,n+l,m (2n+3) 

~ • 2(2(nn++31)) / m{m-\)' 
n, m, n+l,m-1 

l) 
n+l,m-s,n,m 

(n+l} (-l)s2s1-l m! / (2m-2s) !
1 

(2n+l) (m-s)! 7 2m! 

The scattering matrix S is defined as follows: 

The matrix elements of S have to be calculated numerically. 

(III-77) 

(III-78) 

The macroscopie quantities,i.e. the quantities we are interestad in, 

like partiele density n, average velocity v and energy & can be 

recovered from the quantities Fnm• 

3 
co M 

2 M 
nv "' 41rK J~3v(u~>I F1mH2m(~)exp(-~ )d~ • I amFlm (III-80) 

0 m m 

ne - 41fK
3 "" M 2 M 

J f;2e<uQI F0mH2m{~)exp{-~ )d~ = I 6mF Om (III-81) 
0 m m 

In case of a parabolle bandstructure only the coefficients a.n and 

6m with m ~3 are non-zero and can be found analytically. For the 

non-parabolle situation «m and 6m can be calculated numerically. 

Usually only the first four terms are important. 

Instead of using the matrix F one can construct a vector ~{t) 

with the components: 
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The matrices t and S will then transform into 2-dimensional 

matrices. Equation (III-75) will then transform into: 

d eE dt !_(t) + hK ~(t) = S!_(t) (III-83) 

It is well-known [6] that the evolution of the system (III-83) from 

t to t+~t is given by: 

!_(t+~t) = exp{~t(- ~! t +S)}!,(t) (III-84) 

Where the exponentlal of a matrix is defined as: 

A A.A 
expA=I+ïï+T!+ ••••••• 

Equation (III-83) can also be generalized in case we have to deal 

with different valleys. For this situation the solution (III-84) is 

not very practical. If we assume, as we have done so far, that the 

scattering occurs at fixed time-intervals we can construct a very 

simple iteration scheme. In absence of an electrical field E the 

evolution of the system will be: 

(III-85) 

If we choose our timestep small enough (III~85) can be approximated 

by: 

!,( t+At) { I+~tS }!,( t) (III-86) 
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This means that the particles are scattered only once. When we have 

to deal with a system consisting of two valleys (c=central 

valley; s•satellite valley) eq.(III-86) reads: 

(III-87) 
s ss se s es c 
~ (t+At) = (I+AtS -AtS )~ (t)+AtS ~ (t) 

In case there is an electric field we can take the left hand side of 

eq. (III-86) as the starting values of. ~{t). 

~{t) is then scattered at time t and only transported by the 

electric field from t to t+At. 

The evolution of ~(t) from t to t+At is then: 

{<t+At) eE c { cc cs c se s } exp{-At fu( ~ ) {I+AtS -AtS )~ (t)+AtS ~ (t) 

S eE S { SS SC S CS C } 
~ (t+At) = exp(-At ÛK ~ ) (I+AtS -AtS )~ (t)+AtS !. (t) 

(III-88) 

We can approximate exp(-AtE~) by the serie: 

exp(-AtU) = L (-At~~)n. n~ 
n=O 

(III-89) 

The number of terms depends on the value of "• At and the electric 

field E. Using At = lo-1 4 sec. and K around 3.lo+8 m-1 only three 

terms are necessary for fields up to 20 kV/cm. For higher fields 

more terms are needed. 

Simtlar expresslons can be obtained for systems consisting of three 

or more valleys. 
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III-7. Numerical results. 

To obtain accurate numerical results some care must be taken with 

the choice of the weightfactor K (see III-72). For a Maxwellfan 

distributton function at temperature T the most natura! choice would 

be: 

(III-90) 

Then in case of a parabolle band and absence of an electric field, 

only the coefficient F00 (see III-71) will be non-zero. When the 

deviations from the equilibrium distributton function are not too 

large this choice is good. 

When the deviations increase it will be necessary to choose a 

larger value of K. The example chosen for numerical computation is 

the time-dependent behaviour of GaAs~ 

The bandstructure and scattering mechanisme were taken according to 

the model of M.A. Littlejohn [sJ et al. For simplicity the third 

valley bas been omitted. For the satellite valleys the choice of 

the weightfactor according to (III-90) is always good since the 

deviations of the D.F. from the zero-field stationary state are 

never great. For the central valley the situation is different. A 

large portion of the carriers can acquire an energy up to the value 

where intervalley scattering can occur. An expansion of the central ' 

valley D.F. in Hermite polynomials must therefore be able to peak 

around e • 0.3 eV (the energy necessary to scatter to the satellite 

valley). 

To test this metbod the ballistic transport of carriers in the 

central valley was calculated, omitting the scatteri';l-8• F1g.III-7a,b 

and c, this ballistic transport when an electric field of 20kV/cm is 

switched on at t•O. The number of Legendre polynomials is 6, the 

number of Hermite polynomials is 8. Eq.(III-91) would give a value K ' 

• 2.068•10+8 m-1. In this example the value K • 3.883•10+8 m- 1 was 
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Fig.III-7a. t = 0 sec. 
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Fig.III-7o. t = 2.10 sec. 
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chosen. In fig.III-7a we see the zero-field D.F. reconstructed from 

the coäfficients Fnm' In fig.III-7b we see how the D.F. bas 

moved in the direction of the electric field at t=1o-l3 sec. In fig. 

III-7c we see the displacement at t=2•1o- 13 sec. We see an 

increasing deterioration of the original shape. The limited number 

of Legendre polynomials accounts for the ripples that are appearing. 

Increasing their number would improve the picture. Nevertheless it 

is interesting to note that the macroscopie quantities in this case 

are still calculated very accurately using not only a limited number 

of Legendre polynomials but also a limited number of Hermite 

polynomials. The situation in fig.III-7c is already the limit to 

where the D.F. can move. The peak has reached the point were a 

considerable amount of carriers will be scattered to the satellite 

valley. This has the effect that the anisotropy is strongly reduced. 

In the following figures all the scattering processes and the 

satellite valley have been included. Some care now has to be taken. 

If one chooses a somewhat smaller value for K in the central valley, 

for instanee K = 2.857•10+8 m-1 no problems arise for fields up to 

20 kV/cm. For fields less then 10 kV/cm 6 Hermite polynomials will 

give already an excellent result and using more gives no 

improvement. If the field is 20 kV/cm more Hermite polynomials will 

give better results as can be seen in fig.III-8. For fields 

exceeding 20 kV/cm the results will diverge if not some precautions 

are taken. The first thing one can do is to choose the largest 

acceptable value for K in the central valley. Making K larger one 

can obtain better results for higher fields if one takes care that 

the transport of particles and energy from the central valley to the 
CS satellite valley is well described by the matrix elements S mp 

The right hand side of the expression: 

(III-91) 
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Fig.III-8. Response of the avePage veloaity to a fie~ step of 
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10 and 20 kV/am aaZ.aulated with the LHE method. K = 2.85·10 m • 

(Compape l;)ith fig.III-1 and III-2) 

·············· 6 Hermi-te polynomials 

-·-·-·- 7 Hermi-te polynomials 

--- 8 Hermi-te polynomials 

will converge rapidly after the first two or three terms and can be 

truncated if m < 4. For m > 4 a truncation of the serles will give 

either a too large or a too small result. Since we know from other 
$ considerations that G0~ must be very small if m > 4 there is hardly 

no error if one puts: 

Scs • 0 for m>4 
mp 

By choosing K too large the description of the system will become 

inaccurate for low fields. Again it is the expression (III-91) whieh 

is the souree of the difficulties. The results of the calculation 

show that it will not converge to accurate values if m < 3, 

resulting in a too large or even negative fraction of carriers in 

the satellite valley. A good campromise seems to be to choosë Kc = 
3.333•10+8, Still there remains a diffieulty at high fields. For 

increasing k the scattering rate increases. Now, at a given field 

the energy gained through the electric field will be balanced by the 

loss of energy due to scattering. The same is true of course for the 

velocity. · 
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This behaviour should be reflected in the matrix representation of 

the D.F. Let us consider the matrix elements defined in (III-78): 

... 
Smp b d~ a2m(~) v(~K) H2P(~) exp(-~2 ) (III-92) ' 

These matrix elements repreaent the scattering out of state k to all 

states k'. From these matrix elements the expansion coefficients B 
of the following function can be recovered: 

M 
~2p-2 "(~~) = ~ B H (~) 
"' v "'" l 2m 2m "' 

m=O 
(III-93) 

For p = 0 one has the expansion of v(k) in Hermite polynomials. The 

result of the approximation of v{k) by a limited number of terms may 

look like fig.III-9. 

3 

wave veetor k 

Fig.III-9. The app:roximation of v(k) by two, th:ree and fou:r 

He:rmite polynomials. 
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If one adds more terms the approximation will become more accurate 

but only up to a certain value of k. Beyond this value the 

approximation will deviate strongly. This effect will become more 

pronounced if one adds more terms to the expansion. A larger value 

of K will move this point to larger k. Consequently the scattering 

will be badly described if the last terms of the expansion of the 

D.F. become too large with respect to those with a low index. Adding 

more terms to the expansion will not help. 

If v(k) resembles a function of the form of kn (n < M) this bad 

behaviour of the approximation at large k will not occur. It is 

therefore advantageous if v(k) behaves like a power of k. In GaAs 

one can include the scattering to the X-valley (Three valley 

model). 

The shape of v(k) in the r and L valleys will tben give much better 

conditioned numbers in the scattering matrix. As can be seen in 

fig.III-lOa,b and c, one obtains satisfactory results for fields 

which are much higher than 20 kV/cm using a value for Kof 

3.33•10+8 m-1 which gives also very good results for very low 

fields. 
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25 50 
Electria field (kV/am) 

Fig.III-10a. Steady state average velocity as a function of the 

electria field calaulated with the LHE method. K = 5.33'10+8 m-1. 

0.5 

50 
Electria field (kV/cm) 

Fig.III-10b. Praation of carriers in the different valleys as a 

funation of the electria field calaulated with the LHE method. 
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25 50 
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Fig.III-10a. The average energy as a funation of the eleatrie 

field ealeulated with the LHE method. 
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IV.THE SPACE-DEPENDENT PROBLEM. 

IV-1. Introduction. Discussion of previous methods. 

We will now consider the space-dependent situation. In this chapter 

we will restriet ourselves to one-dimensinal problems in which the 

D.F. bas only a gradient in ·the direction of the electric field. The 

methode described previously, i.e. the metbod of Legendre 

polynomials, the GTQ metbod and the LHE method, will now be applied 

to this situation in consecutive order and their feasibility will be 

discussed. If one takes the electric field along the x-axis the 

B.T.E. reads: 

3 e 3 a 
ätf(~,x,t)+ ~ E(x,t) 3k f(~,x,t)+v(~)x ai f(~,x,t) • 

x 

(IV-1) 

The electric field follows from Poisson's equation 

~x E(x,t) =; (Nd- n(x,t)) (IV-2) 

where Nd is the ionised donor concentration and n the electron 

density. Equation (IV-1) can also be expanded in Legendre 

polynomials. Since the band structure is assumed to have spherical 

symmetry the velocity is a function of modulus k alone: 

vx(k) = v(k)cose; v(k) = ly(k)l 

where a is the angle between ~ and the electric field E. The 

expansion in Legendre polynomials then reads: 
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a e{a B} a - f + ç: E A - f + - f + v(k)A - f = ~:r - v(k)f 
at - n ak - k - ax - & -

(IV-3) 

where the symbols have the same meaning as in (III-1). As bas been 

mentioned in Chapter III the matrix A bas real eigenvalues. This 

means that the set of equations (IV-3) !s hyperbolic. Because of the 

boundary conditlans at k = 0 and k = ~ the set (IV-3) will be 

difficult to solve. 

One possible metbod would be to introduce "self-scattering" as was 

done in Chapter III, paragraph 3. This is equivalent to replacing 

the time derivate by: 

~tf(x,k,t)= f(x,k,t+!~)-f(x,k,tl =r{f(x,k,t+})-f(x,k,t) )} (IV-4) 

where: 

r = l 
6t (IV-5) 

Following the same routine as in Chapter III, paragraph 3, the set 

(IV-3) transfarms into the following iteration scheme which 

approximates the time dependent evolution of the system: 

(IV-6) 

where: 

(IV-7) 

In Chapter III, paragraph 3 thematrices ~(k;r) and V(k;r) were 

introduced with their properties. By introducing the vector h(x,k) 

in the following way: 
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f(x,k) • t(k,f)~(x,k) (IV-8) 

the system (IV-6) transfarms into (see III-34): 

a (n) e a (n) *(n-1) 
v(k)äx h(x,k) + { E äk h(x,k) = V(k;r)a (x,k) (IV-9) 

If the electric field is constant then the system (IV-9) has the 

following characteristics: 

for t > 0 (IV-10) 

and: 

for t ( 0 (IV-11) 

By taking into account the proper boundary conditions at k = 0 and 

k = ~ the system (IV-9) can be integrated along the characteristics 

(IV-10) and (IV-11). The solution of (IV-6) can then be written 

as: 

where: 

~ N-1 + 
= fexp(-À2 t) L W (k+t)g1(x (t),k+t)dt (IV-13) 

0 n i=O 2n,1 
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The evaluation of tbe integrals (IV-14) is now less simple tban it 

was in tbe space-independent situation. Moreover tbe electrie field 

will be a function of tbe coordinate x. This makes tbe 

cbaracteristics along wbicb one bas to integrate very complieated. 

Tberefore any numerical solution of a space-dependent situation 

according to tbe scbeme given by (IV-12) will now be very time 

consuming, so no furtber effort bas been made in tbis direction. 

Anotber possible salution of tbe space-dependent problem would be an 

extension of tbe GTQ method. In Chapter III, paragraph 5 the GTQ 

metbod was outlined as a means to simplify tbe representation of tbe 

U.F. A set of integrals was defined from which a coupled set of 

equations could be formed. In the space-independent situation this 

set could be solved successfully. 

! G _ ~ E{(2m+2n+l)n G + 2m(n+1) } (a ) 
at nm h (2n-l) n-l,m (2n+3) Gn+1,m-1 • ätGnm coll 

(n = 0,1,2, ••• ; m = N -m) (IV-15) 

Suppose tbat tbe quantities V1 and V2 can be found with 

which the following integrale can be approximated: 

... 
f kn+Z+Zmv(k)f dk = L Vl G 
0 n+1 m=O nm n+l,m 

(n•O,l,2, ••• ) 

... 
f kn+Z+Zmv(k)f dk = L V2 G 
0 n-1 m=O nm n-1,m 

(IV-16) 

These quantities Vnm can be obtained by evaluating the form.of 

v(k) or by curvefitting data from stationary values. The set of eqs. 

(IV-15) can then be extended to include space-dependence: 
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aG ( nm eE { 2m+2n+1)n G + 2m(n+1) G 
ä't"- h (2n-1) n-1,m (2n+3) n+l,m-1+ 

a { n \' V2 ax 2n=ï 1... n,m 

(IV-17) 

The difficulty is now how to truncate this system. The 1eft hand 

side of (IV-17) will not form now, as it did in the space

independent situation, a closed system. When there is strong 

scattering the system (IV-17) appears to be stable after truncation. 

In GaAs the scattering in the central valley was not strong enough 

to obtain stable results with simple methode. The method was not 

investigated further, because in the next paragaph a method will be 

discuseed which has a more clear structure. 

In materfals where the scattering has a more dominant character like 

Si this method however should be stable, accurate and fast. 
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IV-2. The LHE method. 

The space-dependent problem becomes much clearer if we adopt the 

metbod of Hermite polynom!als. As we will see the nature of the set 

of equations obtained will truly form a hyperbolle system. Our 

starting point will be again the set (IV-3). We willexpand the 

functions f(x,k) in the same way as in Chapter III, paragraph 6. Now 

the amplitude coefficients will be functions of x and t: 

~ n 2 f (x,k,t)• L F (x,t)~ H2 (Ç)exp(-~ ) 
n m-Onm m 

(n•O,l,2 •• ) (IV-18) 

where ~ is defined as in (III-72). 

We define the following matrix elements: 

"" 
n f 2 vn,m,n+l,k • (2n+1) 

0 
8zm(~) v(k)~ 82k(~)exp(-~ )d~ 

"" 
(IV-19) 

V • n-1 f Yi!Q.. 2 
n,m,n-l,k (2n-1) 

0 
8zm(~) ~ 82k(~)exp(-~ )d~ 

The set of equations for the coefficients F is then given by: 

~t Fnm + h!it E L L t F + J: J: V a F o nmsp sp nmsp ax sp 
s p s p 

Z: 5nml np 
p (IV-20) 

Just as in Chapter III paragraph 6 we can consider F to be 

elements of a vector ~· Th~ matrices ~ and V will have then only two 

indices. Equation (IV-20) transforma into: 

a a e . 
it ~(x, t) + V ix ~(x, t) + hK E(x, t) t(x) ~(x, t) S~(x, t) (IV-21) 

The system (IV-21) is hyperbolle if the eigenvalues of V are real. 

Then there exists a matrix T with the property: 
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T-lV T A (IV-22) 

Whete: 

Àl 0 0 0 

0 À2 0 0 

0 0 À3 0 
A .. 

0 (IV-23) 

0 0 0 ~ 

with all the eigenvalues real. It turns out that the matrix V can be 

transformed into the form given by (IV-23). The eigenvalues are real 

and form pairs of equal magnitude and opposite sign. With proper 

arrangement of the columns of T we find: 

Àl 0 0 0 

0 -À 1 0 0 

0 0 À2 0 
A .. 

0 0 0 -À 
(IV-24) 

2 

This is of course what we expect. If the material has an spherical 

conduction band any initial carrier concentration which is symmetrie 

in x- and k-space will evolve while holding this symmetry. 

Making use of the matrix T we define: 

~(x,t) = Th(x,t) (IV-25) 

Inserting (IV-25) into (IV-21) we obtain the transport equation for 

h_(x,t): 
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a a e -1 -1 at h,(x,t)+ A äi h,(x,t)+ hK E(x,t)T t'l'!:!.(x,t)-T STh,(x,t) (IV-26) 

Each scalar equation bas the characteristic: 

The evolution of hu(x,t) from t to t+At can he obtained by 

integrating along the characteristic: 

h (x,t) = h (x-À t,O) + 
n n n 

(IV-27) 

t 
f L L L T-1{- he E(x-À (t-s),s)t + S }T kh_ (x-À (t-s),s)ds 
Ompk nm K n mp mp p-K. n 

(IV-28) 

Transforming back to the vector ~(x,t) we obtain the solution of the 

system at time t: 

w (x,t) = L L T T-l w (x-À t,o) + n nmmp p m mp 

{IV-29) 

IV-3. Nnmerical solutions. 

Much has been written about the set of equations (IV-21). See e.g. 

ref. [ 1 ]. [ 2 ] and [ 3 ]> 
Most in use are implicit schemes, which are complicated but allow 

large time steps to be taken. In order to properly account for 

scattering our timestep has to be small anyway so only explicit 
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schemes which are much simpler will be considered here. 

When we exclude for a moment the electric field and scattering 

mechanisme equation (IV-26) becomes: 

a a 3t h_(x,t) + A ax h_(x,t) .. 0 (IV-30) 

Or: 

(IV-31) 

Each scalar equation bas a solution of the form: 

h (x,t+~t) = h (x-À ~t,t) 
n n n 

(IV-32) 

tn+1 

Fig.IV-1 

If we use a grid as is indicated in fig.IV-1 a difference scheme of 

first-order accuracy is: 

hp = hs + À ~ (hq - hs ) if À .. 0 n n n ~x n n n 
(IV-33) 

hp .. hs + À ~t (hs - hr ) if À ( 0 
n n n ~x n n n 

where ~x= Xm- Xm-1• The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (C.F.L) 

condition requires the characteristics through P (see fig.IV-1) to 

interseet the line t = tn within the range of points considered by 

the formula at the level tn• Equations (IV-33) obey this 
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condition only if: 

I A1:ÀI<l 
Ax n (IV-34) 

Kn~wledge of the eigenvalues of the matrix V is therefore essential 

for constructing stable difference schemes. 

Following ref.[l] page 238 we split the matrix A in two parts: 

(IV-35) 

A+ containing only the positive eigenvalues, A- containing only 

the negative ones. A first-order difference scheme of the set 

(IV-4) is then given by: 

!!.(x, t+At) = !!.(x, t) + ~ A+ {!!.(x, t)-h.(x-Ax, t)} + 

At -{ } x; A h.(x+Ax,t)-h.(x,t) (IV-36) 

This can be rewritten as: 

At A { } h.(x,t+At) = h.(x,t) - ~ 2 !!.(x+Ax,t)- h.(x-Ax,t) -

+ 
~~ (A ; A ) {!!.(x+Ax, t) + h.(x-Axt)-2h.(x, t)} 

(IV-37) 

Transtorming back to the vector ~(x,t) one obtains: 

At V } ~(x,t+At) = ~(x,t) - Ax 2 {~(x+Ax,t)-~(x~Ax,t) 

At M { } +x; 2 ~(x+Ax,t)~(x-Ax,t)-2~(x,t) 

(IV-38) 
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where: 

(IV-39) 

The von Neumann condition requires that: 

l.è!ÀI'l Ax s (IV-40) 

where Às is the eigenvalue which is the largest in magnitude. 

We will now construct an iteration scheme. First we have to 

calculate the electric field at time t. Because we assume a non 

stochastic sufficiently smooth carrier density function we can use a 

simple double sweep metbod for calculating the potentlal everywhere. 

Through numerical differentlation the electric field follows. It can 

be shown that the system (IV-21) cao be solved by iteration (see (2] 

page 217) 

a (i+l) + v .L w(i+l) 
ät!! ax- = {- ~K Et + S }!!(i) (IV-41) 

Another way would be to solve (IV-29) iteratively. Such an iteration 

would however be very expensive in computertime. We therefore try 

the following schemes and study their stability by examples. We 

calculate the function: 

~(x) • exp{-At iK E(x,t)~}{I + AtS}!!(x,t) (IV-42) 

(See chapter III,paragraph 6). This function ~(x) serves as the 

initial value from which !!(x,t+At) can be calculated according to 

(IV-38) 

At V { } !!(x, t+At) • ~(x) - x; 2 ~(x+Ax) - ~(x-Ax) + 

At M { } Ax 2 ~(x+Ax) + !!_(x+Ax)-2~(x) (IV-43) 
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The iteration steps given by (IV-42) and (IV-43) will be referred to 

as scheme I. As in chapter III, paragraph 6 we can make the 

expansion (see III-89): 

N 
exp{-At : E(x,t)t} • I ~~ {-At ~ E(x,t)t}n 

K n=O 
{lV-44) 

In a device the electric field can be very high. Even if this 

happens in a very small region of the device instahilities appear if 

the value of N in (IV-44) is not chosen rightly. The minimum value 

of N depends on the weightfactor K ,At and the electric field E (see 

III-72). Using AT 2 lo-Iij sec. and the value K • 3.33•10+8 m-1 in 

the central valley it appears that for fields less then lkV/cm N may 

be 1. For fields up to 20 kV/cm N must at least be 2 .and the time 

step bas to he halved, otherwise instahilities occur. For higher 

fields N must be larger than 2. 

Totest scheme I we choose a simple device. In Fig.IV-2 the.doping 

concentration of an n+-n-n+ GaAs diode is shown. The initial 

D.F. is a zero field Boltzmann distribution with a carrier 

concentration equal to the donor concentration. As a boundary 

condition we conneet both ends. The potentlal at hoth ends is put at 

zero. It is assumed that the D.F. will evolve from this initial 

value to a stationary value. The current density and averaged 

velocity should, under these circumstances, then be zero. In the 

example we use a mesh width Ax • 0.5•10-8 mand At = l•lo- 1 ~ sec. 

The weightfactors are Kc • 3.33 •10+8 m- 1 and ~<:8=3.883 •10+8 m- 1• 

(c • central valley,s • satellite valley, only two valley are taken 

into consideration). In the central valley 8 Hermite polynomials are 

used and in the satellite valley 6. The number of Legendre poly

nomials in the satellite valley is 2 and in the central valley we 

tried 2 and 4. The largest eigenvalue of the matrix·VcAt/~ is 

larger then 1. Therefore we replaced At in (IV-43) hy AT • At/n 

where n is an integer. By repeating the step (IV-43) n times the 

dealred result follows. Using two Legendre polynomials in the 

central valley we 
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Fig.IV-2. The doping profile. 

get stable results. Using four some instability may occur. Tbis can 

be remedied by a simple smoothing of F3m and F4m• 

The averaged velocity after reaching steady state is shown in 

Fig.IV-3. One can see that it is nearly zero as we wanted. 

We can replace step (IV-43) in scheme I by: 

(IV-45) 

(IV-46) 

This will be referred to as scheme II. (See ref[4] page 495) The von 

Neumann condition bas the same requirements as scheme I. Tbis scheme 

spares the multiplication with the matrix M and is therefore a far 

more efficient scheme than scheme I. If one calculates the averaged 

velocity after reaching the steady state the result is not very 

accurate as is shown in fig.IV-3. If one is interestad only in the 

total current flowing through the device scbeme I and II do not 

differ much. 
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0.25 

Fig.IV-3. The average veloaity. (~V 0 Volt) 

------ scheme I 

, • , • • • • • • • scheme II 

0.5 x (]Jm) 

Fig.IV-4 shows the total current density as a function of time when 

a voltage of 0.6 Volt is applied using both schemes. 

The total current density is calculated by integrating the local 

current density over the length of the device, using the Ramo

Shockley theorem. 

1 L L e:O.e:s _d 
J(t) =- J j(x,t)dx =- ~ f n(x,t)v(x,t)dx + {V(o)-V(L)} 

L O L O L dt 

(IV-47) 

where L is ~he lenght of the device. Applying a voltage step adds a 

delta function current at t • 0. This delta function has been omited 

in fig. IV- 4. 
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Fig.IV-4. Response of the a~ent denaity on a step voltage 

of 0.6 Volt. saheme I. saheme II. 

In order to save computer time the two sehemes ean be mixed. The 

steps (IV-43) and (IV-46) are equivalent with the following 

operations on the eoeffieients Unm(x,t). Unm(x,t) being the 

matrix representation of the veetor ~(x,t): 

10 

(IV-48) 

where I is the identity matrix. The operators D1 and D2 stand 

for: 

D1U(x) • U(x+àx) - U(x-àx) 

D
2
U(x) • U(x+àx) - 2U(x) + U(x-àx) 

(IV-49) 

The macroscopie quantities we are interested in are given by the 

eoefficients Fom and F 1m• These we want with high precision. We 

therefore mix (IV-48) and (IV-49) in the following way: 
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-
2
A:_ I I {v

1 
D

1 
- M

1 
D

2 
}u, (x, t) 

QA s P msp msp sp 

-tI I I!; v2mspDl- 12mspD2}usp(x,t) 
s p 

1 I r rAt 1 --2 ~v3 n1- r3 D2 u (x,t) 
QA msp msp sp s p 

etc. (IV-50) 

This will be referred to as scheme III. Scheme III appears to be 

just as accurate as scheme I but bas the advantage of being much 

faster if more than two Legendre polynomials are involved. No 

smoothing appears to be necesary. 

Depending on the available software it might be difficult to 

calculate the matrix M. 

From (IV-24) we have the following relationship: 

Therefore: 

Since we must cboose At and A x so that: 

(IV-51) 

(IV-52) 

(IV-52) 

wbere As is the largest element of the matrix A we can fora tbe 
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following expansion: 

1 1 2 
1 + Ï B- SB + ••••.• + \(\-1) ••• (\-N) BN 

NI 

Transforming back we find: 

wbere 

c = c~.t v )2 - 1 
!J.x 

\(\-1) ••• (\-N) CN 
N. (IV-53) 

(IV-54) 

Taking only one term of tbe expansion (IV-54) leads to scheme 11. 

By adding more terms one approaches scheme I. It appears tbat for 

any number of terms tbe expansion produces an iteration scheme which 

gives stable results. 

Some otber schemes have also been tested. 

A widely recommended scheme is Lax-Wendroff explicit scheme [2]. The 

step (IV-41) or (IV-47) is then replaced by: 

!_(x, t+!J.t) • u(x) - ~~ r {!!_(x+!J.x)-!!_(x-!J.x) + 

1 !J.t 2 { } 2 ( XX V) !!_(x+!J.x) "'"!!.(x-!J.x) -2!!_(x) 

The von Neumann condition gives the same requirements as scheme I. 

This second order scbeme appears to be unstable even with various 

kinds of smoothing. Apparently the von Neumann condition is not the 

only criterium for stability. lt may be possible that the 

combination of transport equations and the equation of Poisson 
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strongly enhances certain modes generated by an iteration scheme. 

Scheme lil proved to be the most reliable and efficient scheme. Some 

results obtained with this scheme will be given in the next Chapter. 
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V RESULTS ON ONE-DIMENSIONAL DEVICES 

The LHE metbod described in the previous chapter can be applied to 

one-dimensional devices as has been shown there. 

In this chapter a few results of the simulation of a millimeter

wave Gunn-effect oscillator will be presented. The material is GaAs 

and the frequency region is around 150 GHz. In this region GaAs is 

not used because it is inferior to InP. The calculations therefore 

will not be of much practical use but its main purpose here is to 

show the effects of a short device length. The results will be more 

demonstrative than practical. 

With this metbod we can now make not only accurate pictures of the 

average velocity and energy but also accurate pictures of the 

partiele density in each valley throughout the device at any 

instant of time. These pictures will greatly help to get a clear 

insight in the operation of the device. 

The device dimensions are shown in fig.V-1. The anode and catbode 

contact regtons are heavily doped (2•10 2~ m- 3). This doping gave 

no stability problems using a mesh width Ax=1o- 8 m. The length of 

the anode contact (0.5 ~m) ensures that the heated electrongas has 

enough time to cool and fall back to the central valley. It appears 

that nearly the entire length of the contact is needed for this. As 

a boundary condition we conneet both ends. This ensures charge 

conservation. Since the electrans are cooled down sufficiently no 

heat is pumped in at the catbode boundary. 

In fig.V-2 the current density vs. voltage is given for the device 

shown in fig.V-1. The crystal temperature was taken at 300 K. As 

one can see the device shows no negative differentlal reststance in 

the regime that was investigated. The Nd.L product is 2•10 12 but 

no Gunn type instahilities occur with a constant voltage difference 

between the contacts. The reason that the critica! Nd.L product is 

higher in short devives has been discussed by Jones and Rees (1] 
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Pig.V-1. The device dimensions and doping density. 
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Fig.V-2. The current density as a function of the applied voltage 

for the device shown in fig.V-1. 
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and by Bosch and Thim (2]. The carriers need a certain zone in 

which they are accelerated before they can scatter into the 

satellite valleys. In this zone the average velocity oversboots the 

static velocity. This zone bas been called by Bosch and Thim the 

dead zone. Some authors use a different definition of the dead 

zone. One can define the dead zone as that region where the average 

energy is below the threshold for intervalley scattering [4]. This 

allows of course a more exact determination of the length of the 

dead zone. One can also speak of an acceleration zone. The 

remaining part of the cbannel where the carriers exceed the 

threshold energy is called the active zone. In Fig. V-3a,b,c the 

total carrier density, the carrier density in each valley, the 

average velocity and energy are shown fór tbree different applied 

voltages. These results have been obtained by starting from a zero 

voltage and then applying a step in voltage. As can be seen from 

the figures the average velocity near the catbode reaches a value 

about 2.8 105 m/s. This is higher than the peak of the static 

velocity-field characteristic. For different voltages the average 

velocity near the catbode appears to be the same. Tbe electric 

field also appears to be the same in a region of about 0.5 vm from 

the cathode. Especially in the region of about 0.25 ~m from the 

anode we see the influence of raising tbe voltage. 

From the evolution to the stationary state a layer of slow moving 

carriers forms which moves towards the anode. The more this layer 

moves towards the anode the more the field near the catbode drops 

and the high field region decreases in width. This is the 

consequence of Poisson's equation. When the field near the anode 

drops the lenghts of the region where the carriers'overshoot the 

static velocity while remaining in the central valley increases. 

This in turn makes the accumulation layer narrower and pushes it 

more towards the anode which again as a consequence of Poisson's 

equation, makes the field near the catbode drop. Raising the 

voltage apparently does not result in a significant reduction of 
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Fig. V-Ja. Applied voltage AV = 1.6 Volt. '~"shows the total aarrier 

density (soUd Zine) and the doping profile (dotted Une). 11B" shows the 

aarrier density of the aentral valley (solid Zine) and the aarr'ier 

densities of the satellite valleys (dotted Zines). 
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the length of the dead zone. 

We will now study the microwave properties of this device. The 

theoretica! possibility of using this device as a microwave 

oscillator will be shown. Since the efficiency vs frequency 

calculations for bulk material submitted to fields uniform in space 

are not applicable we try to explain the operation of the device 

using plots obtained during one period of the microwave signal. We 

consider only the fundamental mode. 

We add to the d.c. voltage a sinusodial component: 

(V-1) 

As a result a current will flow through the device of the form: 

For the moment we are only interested in J 1 and ~ 1 • 

If: 

0 0 
90 < 11'1 < 270 

(V-2) 

the device shows a negative differentlal reststance at the 

fundamental frequency. The efficiency is calculated according to: 

n = 

T 
J v

1
sinrot J(t) dt 

0 
T 
f V 0J(t)dt 
0 

where T is the period. No exhaustive search was done to obtain 

optimum values for V 0 and V 1• V 0 was put at 2 Volt. For V 1 the 

(V-3) 
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Fig.V-4d. The effieienty as a funation of the frequenay. 
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values 0.4 , 0.6 and 0.8 Volt were chosen. The figure·s V-4a,b,c,d 

show the resulting direct current density J 0 and amplitude J 1, 

phase $ and efficiency n as function of the frequency w/2n. As one 

can see the current density amplitude J 1 increases with increasing 

frequency and with increasing amplitude v1• At a certain frequency 

the phase difference drops below 90°. The efficiency therefore has 

a maximum at a certain frequency. 

To study the behaviour of the device as an oscillator the diode was 

placed in a circuit to similar that of Tully [s], 

Fig.V-5 

device R 
c 

- I(t) 

The circuit is a parallel resonant circuit as shown in fig.V-5. 

The capacitance C includes both an external capacitance and the 

device dielectric capacitance. The current I(t) is determined by 

the capacitance, inductance and load resistance according to the 

equations: 

I(t) (V-4) 

I(t) (V-5) 

where I (t) is the electronic device current calculated according 
e 

to: 
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L 
I (t) • - ~ J n(x,t);{x,t)dx e L 

0 
(V-6) 

where A is the device area. From (V-4,5) we can derive a pair of 

finite difference equations: 

I(t)-I {t) 
V(t+àt) • V(t) + C e .àt (V-7) 

( à ) { ) V(t)-VB 
I(t+àt) • I{t) -V t+ ~ -V t - L .àt (V-8) 

Choosing the frequency w • 175 Ghz, v1 • 0.6 Voltand a device area 

of 10-10 m2 and choosing R,L and C in a manner that: 

z • -z device circuit 

where zdevice is the impedance found in the previous calculations, 

we arrive at the following circuit parameters 

c 

L 

R 

F c 
1 

2w/ LC 

= 0.113 pF 

= 6.22 pH 

64.7 n 

= 190 Ghz 

=2.0 Volt 

With these parameters inserted a simu1ation was made. As an initia! 

condition the state of the device at zero voltage was calculated. 

I(t) and V(t) were put zero. Then the stmulation was started. This 

is equivalent by assuming a switch between the inductance and the 

voltage souree which is open for t(O and is closed at t•O. 
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Convergence was observed after about 10 RF cycles. 

The resulting current and voltage waveforma are shown in fig.V-6. 

V(t) • (2.0 + 0.733 sin2wrot + h.h.) Volt 

I (t) • (0.831 lo-l+ 0.205 lo-lsin(2nrot + ~) + h.h.) Amp. 
e 

with ro • 173 Ghz and ~ = 1120. The device operated with an 

efficiency of 1.69%. The output power is 5.66 mW. The higher 

harmonies in the voltage waveform may account for the fact that the 

device does not operate at the voltage amplitude we expected. 

Now we want to have a look inside the device operating in this 

circuit and try to understand how it works. Therefore we divided 

one RF cycle in eight equal parts according to fig.V-7. At each 

instant labelled a,b, •••• h snapshots were taken of the total 

partiele density, partiele density in each valley, average velocity 

and electric field inside the device. These are shown in the 

figures V-8,V-9,V-10 and V-11. 

At the instant labelled "a" the voltage V(t) is at its lowest. The 

device current is rising. The electric field is about 5 to 6 kV/cm 

over a range of more than O.SilDI in the central 1ayer. Only at the 

anode there is a sharp rise of the electric field. Looking at the 

averaged velocity we see a velocity oversho~t (about 2.8.105 m/s) 

over a range of 0.75~m. Only in the last 0.25 llDl of the channel .. 
the average velocity drops due to scattering to the satellite 

valleys. As can be seen in Fig.V-9a only close to the anode we find 

a large fraction of carriers in the satellite valleys. This 

situation results from the previous cycle. As we come to the end of 

this series it will become clear how this situation was created. 

At instant "b" the voltage is rising. During the time between the 

instants a and b some accumulated carriers have been absorbed by 

the anode. Because of the rising of the voltage and the decrease 

of accumulation near the anode the electric field rises more or 
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Fig. V-?. The division of one RF ayele in eight equal paPts. 
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less uniform in the entire channel length. This is the consequence 

of Poissons's equation. During this instant the higher electric 

field causes a still greater velocity overshoot. At about 0.25 ~m 

from the cathode the average velocity is about 3.6•105 m/s. In the 

remaining part of the channel one can see that the velocity drops 

due to intervalley scattering. Because of the higher electric field 

near the cathode the length needed for the carriers to acquire 

threshold energy is reduced. At instant '"c'" we see that the 

velocity has dropped even more b~è~~se more carriers have gone to 

the satellite valleys. As one can sèè in fig.V-8c,d an accumulation 

starts at about 0.5 ~m from the cathode which causes the field to 

rise strongly at this point. But there the increasing scattering to 

the_ satellite valleys causes the carriers to loose more momentum 

than they can acquire from the electric field. Combined with the 

fact that the velocity oversboot becomes much lower due to the 

lowering of the field near the catbode the electrooie current drops 

even before V(t) passes through the value v0 (This is necessary if 

Ijl> 900). At the instants '"d'" and '"e'" we see the build-up of a layer 

which moves with satured velocity (1•105 m/s) in the direction of 

the anode. At instant '"f"' the voltage is dropping again. Before the 

maximum height of the layer the velocity decreases to the satured 

value. This causes the layer to pile up. This combined with the 

fact that the voltage drops causes the electric field just to the 

left of the layer to become even lower. In the zone before the 

layer the carriers hardly acquire enough energy to scatter to the 

satellite valleys. At instant "'g'" the layer starts to merge with 

the anode. Despite the lowering of the voltage the loss of 

accumulated carriers near the anode will cause tbe rise of the 

electric field in the dead zone. This we can see at the instants 

'"h'" and '"a'". The channel is swept clean from slow moving carriers. 

Loosing the accumulation layer the electric field has to rise 

uniform in the entire channel. The rapid rising of the electric 

field causes a velocity oversboot in nearly the entire channel 

length. This is again situation '"a'". The electrooie current will 
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rise rapidly. 

From these pictures we see that the rise and fall of the electric 

current cannot be understood from the properties of bulk material 

with electric fields uniform in space alone. The fact that the 

field drops when the voltage rises and vice versa in some regions 

of the channel, a fact which cao be understood from the 

consequences of the charge distribution on the equation of poisson, 

is equally important for the understanding of the operation of this 

device. 
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V-I.THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 

In the study of devices of a more complex geometry it is the 

simplest to assume first that the device is extended along one 

space-coordinate to infinity. On the assumption of a spherically 

symmetrie bandstructure and scatter operators that can be expanded 

in Legendre polynomials the gradients in that direction vanish. 

We express the components of the wave vector and the velocity 

vector as: 

k = k sine coslJI v(k) =v(k) sine coslJI x -x 

k = k sine sinlJI v(k) = v(k) sine sinlJI y -y 

k = k cose v(k) = v(k) co se 
z -z 

The derivatives in k space can be expressed as: 

a 
sinecoslJI sinesinlJI cose a 

ak ak 
x 

a 
cosecoslJI cosesinlJI -sine 

a 
kae ak y 
a 

-sinlJI coslJI 0 
a 
ak 

ksinea111 z 

(VI-l) 

(VI-2) 

We now put Ez = 0 and af(~)/az = 0. Using the coordinates k, e 

and 111 the BTE then reads: 

a a a at f + (vsinecoslJI äX + vsinesinw ay )f + 

e { a 1 a .!!.!.!!L a } h Ex sinecoslJI ak + k cosecoslJI äë - ksine a1~1 f (VI-3) 

e { a 1 a ~a } -h EY sinesinlJI ak + k cosesinlJI äë + ksine 3111 f Sf 

We now expand the angular dependenee of the D.F. in spherical 
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harmonies with amplitude coefficients which are a function of the 

coordinates x, y, t and kt 

m m n 
I A OP0(cos8) + I I {A cosmv + B sinm~} Pm(cos8) 

n=O n n n=l m•l nm nm n 

(VI-4) 

In literature the definitions of the Legendre associated functions 

differ sametimes in sign. All the material used in this paragraph 

can be found in Hobson [1] and Robin [2]. All the recurrence 

relations used in this paragraph can also be found in Sneddon [3]. 
We follow their definitions. The Legendre associated functions useè 

here can be generated from the Legendre polynomials in the 

following way: 

(VI-5) 

The spherical harmonies satisfy the orthogonality relation: 

For the coefficients Aam and Bnm we have: 

0 

2!._ (n+m) I 
2n+l (n-m)! 

4n 
2n+l if m--m'=O 

(VI-6) 
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w 2w 
2_n+l J 0 J sin6 P (cose) d6 4w 0 n 0 

f(S, ljl)d,P 

w 211" 
A = Zn+l (n-m)! f sine Pm(cose) de f cosmijl f(S,Ijl)dW 

nm 2w (n+m)! 
0 

n 
0 

'Ir 211" 
B ~ (n-m)! J sine Pm(cose) de f sinmijl f(e,.p)dW 

nm 2w (n+m)! 0 n 0 

We can insert the expansion (VI-4) into (VI-3) and reeover a 

coupled set of equations for the coefficients Anm and Bnm 

by using (VI-7). 

(VI-7) 

To do so we need the following relations in order to be able to 

carry out the integrations over the angles e and W• 

We first rewrite the expression: 

m sine { } m sinecos.pPn(cos6)cosmljl = - 2- cos(mH)111 + cos(m-1)111 Pn(cose) 

(VI-8) 

We can use the recurrence relations: 

(VI-9) 

and: 

i SPm( e) (n-m+l)(n-m+2)Pm-l( 6) _ (n+m)(n+m-1)Pm-1( 6) 
s n n cos = (Zn+1) n+1 cos (Zn+1) n-1 cos 

(VI-10) 

Using (VI-9) and (VI-10) we can rewrite (VI-8) as 



sin6cos9 Pm(cos6)cosm• • 
n 
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1 [ { m-1 m-1}] l(ln+1) cos(m-1)• (n-m+1)(n-m+2)Pn+1 - (n+m)(n+m-l)Pn_1 

If m • 0 using only (VI-9) one obtains: 

If also n = 0 we simply get: 

In a similar way we find: 

sin6cosw Pm(cos6)sinm• • 
n 

l(l~l) [sin(m+l)w{P~~- P:;~}] + 

(VI-lla) 

(VI-llb) 

(VI-llc) 

(VI-12) 

1 [ { m-1 m-1}] 
2(2n+1) sin(m-1)• (n-m+1)(n-m+2)Pn+l - (n+m)(n+m-1)Pn_1 

If m = 0 this expression is zero. 



m 
sin9sin~ P (cos9)sinm~ • n 
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(VI-13) 

1 [ { m-1 m-11 J 
2(2n+1) cos(m-l)t (n-m+1)(n-m+2)Pn+1 - (n+m)(n+m-l)P

0
_ 11 

If m • 0 tbis expression is zero. 

m sin9sint P (cos9)cosm; • n 

2 ( 2~1 ) [sin(m+1)t{P~i- P:!itJ + (VI-14a) 

-1 [ { m-1 m-1} J 
2( 2n+l) sin(m-l)t (n-m+l)(n-m+2)Pn+1 - (n+m)(n+m-l)P

0
_ 1 

If m • 0 using only (VI-9) one obtains: 

(VI-14b) 

If a1so n = 0 we simply get: 

(VI-14c) 

With the expresslons (Vl-11), (VI-12), (Vl-13) and (VI-14) we find: 

'11' 21r p 
{2n+l) (n-m)! I 2 m I ~ ~ q 

(n+m)! sin e P d9 costcosmljl 1.. 1.. A P cosqlf/ dt .. 
C121r 0 n 0 p.O q-D pq P 

I f ( n<1> + a<2> + a<3> + a<4> ) 
p-o q=O nmpq nmpq nmpq nmpq Apq 

(VI-15) 
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p 
(2n+l) ( } 1 n 2 2n 

~-m • f sin 9 Pm d9 f cos~sinm~ L L B Pq sinqt dt = 
Cl2n (n+m)! 0 n 0 p=l q=l pq P 

I f ( o(l> + n<2> + n(3> + o<4> ) B 
p=O q=O nmpq nmpq nmpq nmpq pq 

(VI-16) 

p 
(2n+1) ( )' n 2 2n 

~-m • f sin 9 Pm d9 f sintcosm~ L L B Pq sinqt dt = 
Cl2n (n+m)! 0 n 0 p=1 q=1 pq p 

I r ( n(1) - g{2) - !l(3) + !l(4) ) B 
p=l q=1 nmpq nmpq nmpq nmpq pq 

(VI-17) 

I f (-n<1 > + n<2 > + rz(3) - n<4 > ) A 
p=O q=O nmpq nmpq nmpq nmpq pq 

(VI-18) 

where c1 =2 if m = 0 otherwise cl = 1. The non-zero elements of 

rz(n) are: 
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n(1) 
n,m,n+1,m+1 

( n+m+2 )( n+m+ 1) 
2(2n+3) 

n<2) 
n,m,n-1,m-1 

Q(2) 
n,1, n-1 ,0 

-1 
== 2(2n-1) 

-1 
(2n-1) 

g(3) 1 
n,m,n+1,m-1 2(2n+3) 

Q(3) 
n,1,n+1,0 

1 
(2n+3) 

n(4) = (n-m)(n-m-1) 
n,m,n-1,m+1 2(2n-1) 

if m > 1 

if m > 1 

We are now left with expresslons 1ike: 

1T 
(Zn+1} (n-m)! J sine Pm dè 
c

1
2w (n+m)! 

0 
n 

(VI-19a) 

(VI-19b) 

(VI-19c) 

(VI-19d) 

21T ! I · [ a sint a ] , q 

0 
cosmijl cosecosljl äê- sine 3111 L A P cosq1J!d$ 

p=O q=O pq p 

(VI-20) 

We first carry out the integration over 1/1• If m = 0 we get: 

(2n+1} 1TJ [ 3 1 
4 0 

sine Pn de cose ää + sine J I 
p=l 

(VI-2la) 

lf m > 0 we get: 
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1f 
(2n+l) (n-m)! f sina pm do {( o a (m+l} ) ~A pmt1 

4 (n+m)! 
0 

" n " cos u ä'ë + sin6 ~1 p,mtl p 

[ a (m-1) ] ~ m.-1} 
C2 cos& äë - sin6 L AP m-1 PP 

Wbere c2 • 2 if m • 1 else c2 = 1. 

We have: 

m 

p•l t 

2 d P
0

(cos9) m+1 sin 9 = -mcos6 Pm(cos6) -sin9 P (cos9) n n d(cos9) 

Eq. (VI-22) can be transformed into: 

Using the recurrence relations: 

m+2 . m+1 m 
P + 2(m+1)cotg6P + {n-m)(n+m+l)P = 0 n n n 

m (n-m+l) m (n+m) m 
cos9P0 (cos9) ~ {2n+l) Pn+1(cos6) + (2n+l) P0

_ 1(cos6) 

and (VI-10) we find: 

a (m+l) m+l 
(cos6 äë+ sinS ) Pp {cos6) • 

(VI-2lb) 

(VI-22) 

(VI-23) 

(VI-24) 

(VI-25) 

-p(p-m}(p-m+l) pm ( o 6) {p+l)(p+m)(p+m+l) Pm 
1

(cos6) (VI-26) 
(2p+l) p+l c s - (2p+l) p-

Using (VI-23) we can write: 
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a (m-1) m-1 m m-1 
(cose äë- sine ) PP (cose) = cosePP - (m-1)sinePP {VI-27) 

Using (VI-9) and (VI-25) this can be worked out further: 

a (m-1) m-1 1 { m m } 
(cose äë- sine ) PP (cose) • (2p+1) pPp+1 + {p+1)PP_1 

{VI-28) 

We can now integrate over the ang1e e and obtain: 

'11' 
(2n+1) (n-m)! f sine Pm(cose)de c12'11' {n+m)! 0 n 

2 '~~' a sin1P a ~ 
O
f cosm111[cosecos111 äi- sine a1~~] L 2 A Pqcosqtild111 

p=O q•O pq p 

(VI-29) 

In a similar way we find: 

'11' 
(2n+1) (n-m)! f sine Pm(cose)de c12'11' (n+m)! 

0 
n 

2 '~~' a sinl/1 a ~ f cosm111[cosecos111 äi- sine a1~~ ] L 2 B Pqsinqtlld111 
0 p=1 q=1 pq p 

(VI-30) 
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'11 
(Zn+1) (n-m)! f sine Pm(cos6)d6 
c1211 (n+m)! 0 n 

(VI-31) 

'11 
(Zn+l) (n-m)! J sin6 Pm(cos6)d6 
c1211 (n+m)! 0 n 

2'11 ~ 

O
f sinmljl[cos6sin1JI ~e + ~~~* ~·" ] l: 2 A Pqcosq!pd!p 

"' p=O q=O pq p 

= L Ï [ n~2(- ~p>+ Q(2)) _ n-1 ( Q(3)_ Q(4) )] A 
p=O q=O k nmpq pq 

(Vl-32) 

We now calculate the coefficients of the expansion of the function 

g(~). 

(VI-33) 
.. "' n 
l: C 0P0 (cos6) + L L {c cosmljl + D sinm!p } Pm(cose) 

n=O n n n=l m=1 nm nm n 

We follow the derivation of the components as was given in Chapter 

III paragraph 1. This time however we insert the expansion (VI-~.) 
in (II-7). 
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(VI-34) 

where 

11 11 
I(l) • J sin6'd6' J d~' Pm(cos6')cosmw' 

0 0 n 
(VI-35) 

[ m (p-k)' k k 
P (cos6)P (cos6')+2 L ( +k); P (cos6)P (cos6 1 )cosk(~$')) 

p p k=l p . p p 

11 11 

I sin6'd6' f dw' Pm(cos6')sinmw' 
0 0 n 

(VI-36) 

m 
[ \ (p-k) I k k J P (cos6)P (cos6')+2 L ( +k); P (cos6)P (cos6')cosk(~'') 

p p k=l p . p p 

With: 

cosk(w-w') • sink$sinkw' + cosk$cosk$' 

the integrations over a• and w' will give: 

00 

g(!) v I k' 2dk'[411 I s0(k',k)A 0P (cos6) + 
"' (211) 3 0 n•O n n 

.. n 

I S (k',k)2!;1 L {A (k')cosm$ + B (k')sinm$}Pm(cos6)] 
n=l n m=l nm nm n 

(VI-37) 
Equation (VI-37) shows that the calculation of the coefficients of 

the expansion of g(!) remains very simple each coefficient is given 

by 

(VI-38) 
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D (k) • _v_ 4 '~~" j k' 2dk'Sn(k',k)Bnm(k') 
nm (2w) 3 (2n+l) 0 

We can now form the following sets of coupled equations: 

LA + at nm 

+ r ! { n+2 ( rP>+ g(2)) - n-1 ( g(3)+ g(4))} !. E A 
p-o q-o k k h x pq 

(VI-39) 

+ L ! { n+2 ( g(l)_ g(2)) + !!::!. ( g(3)_ g(4))} !. E B • c 
p•l q•l k k h y pq nm 

LB + 3t nm 

(VI-40) 

(VI-41) 
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The sets (VI-40) and (VI-41) contain two independent sets. One 

which couples all the coefficients Anm and Bnm with n+m 
even. The other set couples all the coefficients with n+m odd. It 

can be shown that the coefficients of this last set will either be 

zero or approach zero under the supposed conditions (Ez = 0, 

spherical bandstructure etc.) The coupling between the coefficients 

of the first set is shown in the following figure. 

For the macroscopie quantities we have: 

.. 
n(x,y,t) .. 4'1T J k2dk A00(k) 

0 

.. 
v (x,y,t) = - i! f v(k)k2dk A11 x 3n 0 

.. 
4'1T J 2 v (x,y,t) "' - 3n v(k)k dk B11 y n 0 

e(x,y,t) 4'1T .. -
n 

(VI-42) 

(VI-43) 

(VI-44) 

(VI-45) 
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An expansion of tbe radial part of tbe D.F. in Hermite polynomials 

can also be tried bere. 

n ~ i 2 
A (k) = ~ L F H21(~)exp(-~ ) 

nm i•O nm 

n -;- i 2 
B (k) = ~ L G H21 (~)exp(-t ) 

nm i=O nm 

with (see III-72): 

We introduce the following matrices (see III-77): 

~(a)ip = l ~I 821(~) ( d n+2 ) n 2 
n K 0 ~n dt + --~-- ~ H2p(~)exp(-~ ) 

which bas the following non-zero elements: 

and 

~(a)ii 
n 

2(1 - n - 1) 

00 

(b)i 1 821<~> d 1 2 
~ p =- I ( --- ~ J~n H (~)exp(-~ ) 

n k 0 ~n d~ ; 2p 

which bas the following non-zero elements: 

(VI-46) 

(VI-47) 

(VI-48) 

(VI-49) 

(VI-50) 
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~(b)i-s,i = (-l)s 2i+l i! I (2i-2s)l 
n+l (i-s)! l 21! (VI-51) 

We also introduce the matrices (8ee IV-19): 

.. 
(a)is J · 2 V • 

0 
H21 (~)v(k)~ H2s(~)exp(-~ ) 

(VI-52) 

Using these matrices we can construct the transport equations in 

two dimension8: 

L Fi + Sl(l) \ { ~ E ~(a)is + v(a)is .L } Fs 
3t nm nm L h x n 3x n+l,m+l 

8 

+ Sl(3) I { ~ E ~(a)is + v(a)is .L } F8 
nm h x n ax n+l,m.-1 8 

+ nC4) I { ~ E ~(b)is + V(b)is !_ } Fs 
nm h x n ax n-1 ,m+1 

s 

+ n<l> I { ~ E ~{a)is + v(b)is .L 
} G:+l,m+1 nm h y ay 

8 

- n< 2> I { ~ E ~(b)is + v(b)is .L } Gs 
nm h y ay n-l,m.-1 s 

- n(3> I { ~ E t(a)is + v<a)is .L } Gs 
nm h y ay n+l m-1 

s 
, 

+ n<4> I { ~ E 
nm 

8 
h y 

t(b)is + v<a)is .L 
ay } Gs 

n-l,m+l 
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!_ Gi + Sl(l) i: { !E ~(a)is + v<a)is a 
} G:+l,m+l 3t nm nm h x n rx 

8 

+ 0(2) i: { !E ~(b)is + V(b)is !_ } Gs 
nm h x n 3x n-l,m-1 

s 

+ 0(3) i: { ! E ~(a)is + V(a)is !_ 
} c!+l,m-1 nm h x n 3x 

s 

+ 0(4) i: { ! E ~(b}is + V(b}is !_ } Gs 
nm h x n 3x n-1,m+l 

s 

- n< 1> i: { !tE ~(a)is + V(b)is !_ } Fs 
nm h y 3y n+l,m+1 

s 

+ n<2> i: { !tE ~(b)is + V(b)is !_ } Fs 
nm h y 3y n-1,m-1 

8 

+ g<3) i: { !tE ~(a)is + V(a)is !_ } Fs 
nm h y 3y n+1,m-1 

8 

- 11(4) i: { !tE ~(b}is + V(a}is !_ } Fs = L siPcP 
nm h y 3y n-l,m+l n nm 

s 

(VI-53) 

The scattering matrices S are exact1y the same as those defined in 

Chapter III paragraph 6 (see III-78). Recovering the macroscopie 

quantities is very simi1ar to (III-79,80,81). 

3 r-' 5/4 0 1:: 1 
n = K f2 w (FOO + r2 F00) (VI-54) 

nv =·-LaFs 
x s 11 (VI-55) 

s 

(VI-56) 
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where the coefficients as and as are the same as in (III-80) 

and (III-81). 

(VI-57) 

The number of parameters that needs to be stored in order to 

simulate a device of reasonable proportions is now enormous. This 

means that only very small devices may be candidates for such a 
i i i simulation. Considering only F00 , F11 and G11 will reduce the 

number of parameters considerably. The results are then not very 

accurate but will give very good estimates. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS. 

In semiconductor devices of submicron dimensions it has been found 

necessary to use modeling methods that repreaent the physical 

processes in more detail than the usual drift-diffusion approach. 

In practice this means that the carrier distribution function 

(henceforth called D.F.) has to be calculated rather accurately. 

Especially for the III-V compounds like GaAs the Distribution 

Function has a wide variety of shapes at higher electric fields. 

In fig.III-4 a few of these shapes are shown. This is due to the 

existence of different minima (valleys) in the conduction bands of 

these compounds. When the applied electric field is zero nearly all 

the charge carriers are in the lowest energy minimum, the central 

valley. Under the influence of an applied electric field a great 

proportion of carriers are scattered to higher lying minima, the so 

called satellite valleys. The D.F.'s shown in fig.III-4 are those 

of the central valley. For a sufficiently accurate description of 

the macroscopie quantities a reasonably accurate determination of 

the D.F. in each valley is necessary. 

Over the past 10 years a number of methods have come into use which 

accomplish this to different degrees of extent, e.g. Monte Càrlo 

techniques, iterative methods, Displaced Maxwellfan methods and 

energy relaxation methods. Of these the M.C. and iterative 

techniques are accurate but very costly, whereas the others are 

much faster but their accuracy~is difficult to establish. 

The main aim of this work was to develop a metbod which is less 

costly than the Monte Carlo or iterative ones but more accurate 

than the energy relaxation or Displaced Maxwellfan approach. 

From· results we may conclude that a great reduction in computing 

effort is possible by sacrificing some detail of the D.F. while 

keeping accurate knowledge of the average velocity, energy and 

partiele density in each valley. 
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Three different, but closely related methods were tried 

consecutively. In the first metbod the angular part of the D.F. 

was developed in Legendre polynomials. The radial part was 

represented by a number of points in k-space. In our examples 200 

points were used, although less points would still give very good 

results. Only space independent cases were treated. This expansion 

leads to a set of equations which can be solved numerically. The 

metbod is described in Chapter III, paragraph 1,2,3 and 4. Using 

only two terms of the expansion the metbod is very efficient. A 

100 iterations then take about 20 seconds of CPU time. However for 

the III-V compounds at least four terms are necessary. Using six 

terms one will get very accurate results. If 

the problem would require more than six terms this metbod would 

loose it attractiveness since the number of calculations needed for 

one iteration is at least proportional to the square of the number 

of terms. 

Including space-dependence in·this metbod is out of the question 

since this would require an enormous amount of memory and 

computer time. 

In the second metbod the radial dependenee was represented by a 

number of integrals over k-space. In this way a great reduction of 

the number of parameters repreaenting the D.F. is possible. We 

have called these integrals Generalized Transport Quantities. The 

time-dependent problem of GaAs can successfully be handled by this 

method. In Chapter III, paragraph 5 it is shown how one can obtain 

detailed information of the partiele density, average velocity and 

energy in each valley separately. To do so accurately one bas to 

consider at least ten G.t.Q.'s per valley. The preparatory 

calculations and efforts are however expensive and difficult. To 

include space dependenee may be possible but will be difficult. 

From our work no conclusions can be drawn regarding the question 

whether the space dependent problem of the III-V compounds can be 

handled in this manner. For other materlala where the scattering is 

more dominant calculations have shown us that this metbod is 
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successful, accurate and fast. 

In the third method, described in Chapter III, paragraph 6 we 

expanded the radial dependenee in Hermite polynomials. Not only the 

time dependent but also the one dimensional space dependent problem 

can he handled successfully using this method. The number of 

coefficients descrihing the D.F. can he reduced to 32,12 and 8 in 

the r, Land X valleys. The metbod is however considerably slower 

than the energy relaxation method. For the space independent 

problem the metbod is still very fast. A 100 iterations take about 

3 seconds of CPU time. The accuracy is dependent on the 

weightfactor introduced in the expansion (see III-71). A small 

weightfactor gives excellent accuracy at low fields but large 

errors at fields higher than a certain limit value. A larger 

weightfactor shifts this limit to higher values but decreases the 

accuracy at lower fields. A compromise value bas been found which 

gives good accuracy from zero to 100 kV/cm, using 8 Hermite 

polynomials. To handle higher field strengtbs one bas to choose a 

larger weightfactor and one bas to increase the number of Hermite 

polynomials. 

In dealing with the space dependent problem the question of 

numerical instahilities will arise. Having tried several 

integration schemes it was found that a straight-forward first

order scheme is the only stable one. To obtain stability some extra 

dissipation bas to be added to some terms or some smoothing bas to 

be applied. This does not involve those terms that describe the 

macroscpic quantities, therefore they do not suffer and can be 

obtained with high accuracy. 

By adding the space dependenee the interrelationship of the 

parameters requires expensive matrix multiplications. These matrix 

multiplications can only be reduced at the cost of accuracy. This 

means that this metbod can only compete with the M.C. metbod 1f the 

problem requires a small number of grid points in real space. 

Using the three valley model for GaAs, a division of 1 pm in 100 
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grid points and 32 coefficients for the central valley, the 

calculation of the evolution of this 1 ~m long piece of material 

during 1 psec. takes about 20 minutes of CPU time on a Gould SEL 

32/77 computer. Using only 16 coefficients for the central valley 

the same calculation takes about 5 minutes, but then the results 

are far less accurate. 

The great advantage of this metbod compared to M.C. are the 

accurate plots one can obtain for the partiele density, average 

velocity and energy for each valley. It has been applied to a 

millimeter wave Gunn diode under applied d.c. and a.c. voltages as 

well as the same diode placed in an oscillator circuit with only a 

d.c.voltage applied. This has been described in chapter v. The 

advantage and importance of accurate plots is demonstrated there. 

They appear to be essential for the understanding of the operation 

of the device. To obtain such smooth plots using tbe M.C. metbod 

would require an enormous amount of simulated electrons. Tbe LHE 

metbod then clearly has the advantage. 

Extension of this metbod to more than one space dimension is 

possible and its principle is demonstrated in Chapter 6. The 

simulation of a two dimensional device then requires many 

coefficients. A computational facility wich possesses a large 

memory and fast vector or matrix processing capabilities will make 

such an approach feasible. 
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VIII SUMMARY. 

In this thesis modeling methods are developed that repreaent the 

physical processes in more detail than the usual drift-diffusion 

approach and at the same time are leas costly then the Monte Carlo 

or iterative techniques.The short dimensions and time scales in 

whieh modern devices operate make a more detailed approach 

necessary. In practice this means that the distribution function 

(henceforth called the D. F.) bas to be calculated ·rather 

accurately. 

We have restricted ourselves to cases where the bandstructure has 

spherical symmetry and the electric field has only one component in 

real space. The methods that are developed can be applied to III-V 

semiconductor materials since they are the most difficult to 

describe. They can however be applied to other materlala as well. 

To give the methods a test GaAs is chosen as material. 

Chapter II gives the basic transport equations and the scattering 

mechanisms. 

Chapter III deals with the space independent problem. Under the 

assumed conditions the angular part of the D.F. can be expanded in 

Legendre polynomials. Transport equations for the expansion 

coefficients are derived from the Boltzmann transport equation. 

This leads to an infinite set of differentlal equations which, 

after truncation, can be solved iteratively. In order to avoid 

instahilities this truncated set is transformed into an integral 

form. An efficient way to solve the set of integral equations is 

given. A few results are shown and discussed. 

In order to reduce the computation time two new methods are 

developed and tested. In paragraph 5 the radial dependenee of the 

D.F. is represented by a number of integrals over k-space. These 

integrals are called Generalized Transport Coefficients. A coupled 

set of equations for these coefficients is derived. How to express 

the scattering processes in this metbod is explained and dicussed 

in detail. A few results are shown. 
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The second metbod to reduce the computation time is given in 

paragraph 6. Here the radial dependenee of the D.F. is expanded in 

Hermite polynomials. The D.F. is now represented by a number of 

expansion coefficients. The transport équations for these 

coefficients are derived. The gcattering processes can be 

represented by a scattering matrix. The elements of this matrix can 

be obtained in a simple and straightforward manner. How to avoid 

some difficulties at high fields is discussed in detail. 

Chapter IV deals with the space dependent problem. The feasibility 

of the different methods is discussed. Only the LHE metbod 

(hegendre-liermite !xpansion) is fully investigated. An extension of 

the transport equations which now contain the space derivatives are 

given in paragraph 2. Paragraph 3 shows how stable iteration 

schemes can be constructed wich can solve the space dependent 

problem. Only first-order schemes appear to be stable. 

One of these stable first-order schemes is applied in Chapter v. 
The results of a millimeter wave Gunn diode under applied d.c. and 

a.c. voltages are given as well as the same diode placed in an 

oscillator circuit. 

Chapter 6 shows how the LHE metbod can be extended to the two 

dimensional space dependent problem. 
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APPENDIX 

Physical constants. 

Planck constant h = 1.0546•10-3~ J.s 

Electron rest mass m0= 9.1095•10-3 1 kg 

Elementary charge q = 1.6022•10- 19 C 

Dielectric constant e0= 8.8542•1o-12 F/m 

Boltzmann constant kB= 1.3807•10- 2 ~ J/K 

Parameters of the three-level model of GaAs according to 

Littlejohn. 

Ma ss density Pu• 5360 kg/m3 

Sound velocity vs= 5240 m/s 

Dielectric constauts e...- 10.92 

Es• 12.90 

Polar optica! pbonon 

energy hwpo• 0.03536 eV 

f(O,O,O) L(1,1,1) X(O,O,O) 

* m /m0 0.063 0.222 0.580 

a 0.610 ev- 1 0.461 ev- 1 0.204 ev-1 

A -A 
j valeneeband 1.439 eV 1.769 eV 1.961 eV 

::l 7.00 eV 9.20 eV 9.27 eV 
ac 

r 9 9 
Dij - 10 eV/m 10 eV/m 

109 9 5•109eV/m L eV/m 10 eV/m 

x 109 eV/m 8 5•10 eV/m 8 7•10 eV/m 

hwij r - 0.0278 eV 0.0299 eV 

L 0.0278 eV 0.0290 eV 0.0293 eV 

x 0.0299 eV 0.0293 eV 0.0299 eV 

zj 1 4 3 
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SAMENVATTING. 

In dit proefschrift zijn verschillende modelleermethoden ontwikkeld 

die de fysische processen in meer detail weergeven dan de 

gebruikelijke drift-diffusie benadering en die tevens minder 

kostbaar zijn dan de Monte Carlo of iteratieve technieken. 

De kleine afmetingen en de korte tijdschalen waarin de moderne 

halfgeleider-componenten werken maken zo'n gedetailleerde 

benadering noodzakelijk. In de praktijk betekent dit dat de 

distributiefunctie (vanaf nu de D.F. genoemd) min of meer 

nauwkeurig berekend moet worden. 

We hebben ons beperkt tot die gevallen waarbij de bandstructuur een 

sferische symmetrie heeft en het electrische veld slechts één 

komponent in de plaatsruimte. De methoden die ontwikkeld zijn 

kunnen toegepast worden op de III-V halfgeleider-materialen omdat 

deze het moeilijkst zijn. De methoden kunnen echter net zo goed op 

andere materialen toegepast worden. Om de methoden te testen werd 

als materiaal GaAs gekozen. 

Hoofdstuk II geeft de basisvergelijkingen van het transport en de 

verstrooingsprocessen. 

Hoofdstuk III behandelt het plaatsonafhankelijke probleem. Het 

hoek-afhankelijke gedeelte van de D.F. kan onder de veronderstelde 

voorwaarden ontwikkeld worden in Legendre polynomen. De transport

vergelijkingen voor deze coeffict~nten worden afgeleid van de 

Boltzmann transportvergelijking. Dit leidt tot een oneindig stelsel 

van differentiaalvergelijkingen, die als ze afgebroken wordt 

iteratief opgelost kan worden. Om instabiliteiten te vermijden 

wordt dit afgebroken stelsel getransformeerd naar een integraal 

vorm. Een efficiente manier om dit stelsel van 

integraalvergelijkingen op te lossen wordt gegeven. Een paar 

resultaten worden gegeven en besproken. 

Om de rekentijd te verminderen zijn er twee nieuwe methoden 
' ontwikkeld en beproefd. In paragraaf 5 wordt de radiele 

afhankelijkheid van de D.F. vertegenwoordigd door een aantal 
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integralen over de k-ruimte. Deze integralen worden 

Gegeneralizeerde Transport Coefficiënten genoemd. Een gekoppeld 

stelsel vergelijkingen voor deze coefficiënten wordt afgeleid. Hoe 

de verstrooingsprocessen in deze methode moeten worden uitgedrukt 

wordt aangetoond en uitvoerig besproken. Een paar resultaten worden 

getoond. 

De tweede methode om de rekentijd te besparen wordt gegeven in 

paragraaf 6. Hier wordt de radiele afhankelijkheid van de D.F. 

ontwikkeld in Hermite polynomen. De D.F. wordt nu vertegenwoordigd 

door een aantal expansiecoefficiënten. De transportvergelijkingen 

voor deze coefficiënten worden afgeleid. De verstrooingsprocessen 

worden vertegenwoordigd door een verstrooiingsmatrix. De elementen 

van deze matrix kunnen op een eenvoudige en rechtstreekse manier 

verkregen worden. Hoe men enige moeilijkheden bij hoge velden moet 

voorkomen wordt uitvoerig besproken. 

Hoofdstuk IV behandelt het plaatsafhankelijke probleem. De 

toepasbaarheid van de verschillende methoden wordt besproken. 

Alleen de LHE methode (~egendre-~ermite !xpansie) wordt volledig 

onderzocht. Een uitbreiding van de transportvergelijkingen die nu 

de afgeleiden naar de plaatsruimte bevatten worden gegeven in 

paragraaf 2. Paragraaf 3 laat zien hoe stabiele differentieschema's 

kunnen worden gekonstrueerd die het plaatsafhankelijke probleem 

kunnen oplossen. Het blijkt dat alleen eerste-orde schema's stabiel 

zijn. 

Een van deze stabiele eerste-orde schema's is toegepast in 

hoofdstuk v. De resultaten van een millimetergolf Gunn diode onder 

een aangelegde wissel- en gelijkspanning worden gegeven evenals de 

resultaten voor het geval waarbij deze diode in een oscillator 

circuit wordt geplaatst. 

Hoofdstuk VI laat zien hoe de LHE methode uitgebreid kan worden 

naar het tweedimensionale plaatsafhankelijke probleem. 
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De rechtvaardiging van een op energie relaxatie tijd gebaseerde 

analyJ>e van nr-v compound$ door deze af te leiden van de 

verst~ooiingsintegralen is niet juist~ 

J.P. Nougie:r•, J.C. Vassie:r>e, D. Gasquet, ,J, Zimme:m~ann en 

E". Constant. J. Appl. Phys. 52(2) (1981) p852. 

II 

Het verkrijgen van goede resultaten met behulp van de methode van 

de gegeneralizeerde verschoven Maxwell-verdeling door het aanpassen 

van de verstrooiings parameters aan deze methode kan deze niet 

rechtvaardigen. 

H.L. G~in. Summersahool on Phyaica of Submicron Deviaes. 

Italy, Juli 1983. 

III 

Het voldoen aan de konditie van ven Neumann van een differentie

schema voor het oplossen van een hyperbolisch stelsel 

differentiaalvergelijkingen, waarbij de vergelijking van Poisson 

mede het tranaport bepaalt, is niet voldoende voor stabiliteit. 

Dit p•oej"schrift, hs IV. 

IV 

Het sommeren van de macroscopi$che grootheden van alle valleien 

bij de energie re.laxatie tijd methode dient niet alleen om 

rekentijd te besparen maar ook om onnauwke1.1~:;Î.gheden te verbergen. 

V 

Bij het postuleren van roorphogenetische velden veronderstelt 

Sheldrake dat deze toevallig van aard zijn. Als men veronderstelt 

dat God de mene naar zijn beeld geschapen heecft en men vertaalt 

het woord beeld 1.n mo~:phogenetisch veld, dan is di-t veld niet 

toevallig van aard en is de evolutie de poging van dec materie 

o~ in morphogenetische resonantie te komen met dit veld. 

R. She~drake. 7'he Hypothesis of Fo,rmative Causation. 

Blond & Eriggs (1.98lJ. 



Vl 

D~ pogingen van Capra om de inzichten van de quantummechanica 

in ve~band te brengen met de ideeën van de Oo$tetse mystiek ~ijn 

erop gericht deze ideeën een mentale vorm te geven. De weg van de 

oosterse mystiek gaat in de tegenovergestelde richting en tracht 

iedere mentale vo~ jui5t los te laten. 

F. Capra. The Tao of Physics. 

VII 

Met d~ kom$t van het informatie-tijdperk wordt ~~n tijd van 

verwarring ingeluid. 

VIII 

Als de maat~çhappij de vrijgekomen creatieve energie van 

w~rkeloze schoolverlaters en academici niet weet te kanalizeren 

in zinvol werk, dan 2al de~e creatieve energie omslaan in een 

destructieve kracht. 




